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LG5 U2 L1 
 

Time: 50 min 

Materials: LG5 U2 Courseware; Projector; Microphone; Speakers 

 

LG5 U2 Unit Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to describe and identify people and family members by their clothing and physical appearance. 

2. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH and Y/N questions about clothing and physical appearance. 

3. Ss will be able to distinguish between, pronounce read words with letters sw and tw. 

LG5 U2 Lesson 1 Objectives (ALL Lesson Ones):  

1. Ss will become familiar with the core language patterns of the Unit even if they haven’t had a chance to study it. 

2. Ss will begin to master a regular coaching opportunity to help all Ss master how to study each of the lesson types in the unit, including oral repetition, 

recording and comparing. 

3. To provide a quick linguistic review of the unit content to prepare Ss for the 7 task-based communicative classes that will follow. 
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LG5 U2 L1 Activity Overview: 

  

Time 3’ 4’ 7’ 7’ 7’ 7’ 7’ 5’ 3’ 

Act. # Type Greetings 1-Song 2-Conversation 3-Listening 
Practice 

4-Reading 
Practice 5-Vocabulary 6-Grammar 7-Phonics 8-Game 

Act. Type Social 
Routines Teacher-Guided Courseware Review   *Optional 

Target 
Language 

Good 
morning.  
Good 
afternoon. 
What is your 
favorite 
color?  
My favorite 
color is red. 

Who is that 
woman in the long 
red skirt? 
Who’s that man in 
the bright green 
shirt? 
Who’s that girl 
with the curly 
hair? 
Who is that boy 
with the teddy 
bear? 
That’s my mother 
in the long red 
skirt. 
That’s my father in 
the bright green 
shirt. 
That’s my sister 
with the curly hair. 
That’s my brother 
with the teddy 
bear. 

Did you meet my 
grandmother?  
What does she 
look like? 
She’s short and 
she’s wearing a 
blue dress. 
Is that her over 
there? 
No, that’s not 
her.  
She wears 
glasses and has 
short gray hair. 
Is that her? 
Yes it is.  
Come on. Let’s go 
say hello. 

Sam is at a 
costume party. 
Sam is dressed 
like an alligator. 
His friend, Eddy, 
is dressed like a 
pirate.  
His little brother 
is dressed like a 
cowboy. 
They are having 
lots of fun. 
Sam’s mother is 
there too.  
She wears 
glasses, and she’s 
wearing a long 
red skirt. 

Sam is at a 
costume party. 
Sam is dressed 
like an alligator. 
His friend, Eddy, 
is dressed like a 
pirate.  
His little brother 
is dressed like a 
cowboy. 
They are having 
lots of fun. 
Sam’s mother is 
there too.  
She wears 
glasses, and she’s 
wearing a long 
red skirt. 

blond hair 
brown hair 
gray hair 
black hair 
red hair 
curly hair 
straight hair 
long hair 
short hair 
blue eyes 
green eyes 
brown eyes 
black eyes 

Does he have 
curly hair?  
He has curly hair. 
Is he wearing a 
T-shirt?  
He’s wearing a 
jacket. 
Is Sue’s 
grandmother 
wearing glasses?  
Yes, she is. 
Is Sue’s brother 
wearing a cap?  
No, he isn’t. 
Does Sue’s uncle 
have brown 
eyes?  
No, he doesn’t. 
Does Sue’s 
grandmother 
have gray hair?  
Yes, she does. 

sw and tw 
swallow 
swan 
swing 
swimming 
pool 
sweater 
twins 
twirl 
twilight 
twelve 
twenty 
The swallows 
swooped 
down near 
the swan on 
the swing. 
The twins 
twirled in the 
twinkling 
twilight. 

She wears 
glasses and 
has curly red 
hair. 
She has long 
straight hair 
and wears 
glasses. 
She has blue 
eyes and long 
curly hair. 
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LG5 U2 L1 – Greetings  3 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer about one’s favorite color. 

Target Lang: Good morning. / Good afternoon. / What’s your favorite color? / My favorite color is red. 

Materials: None 

Interaction: T-Ss; T-S; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Model greetings 
Greet Ss.  

Hello, everyone! 
Good morning. / Good afternoon. 
How are you? 

Hi, Mr. / Ms. X. 
Good morning. / Good afternoon. 
I’m fine, thank you. And you? 

2. Extend Greetings 
Have Ss walk around and greet the other students. 

Walk around and greet everyone. Same as above. 

3. Model questions  
Ask several Ss about their favorite color. 

S1, what’s your favorite color? 
S1, ask me. 
My favorite color is green. 
Ask another S. 
Answer? 

S1: My favorite color is red.  
 What is your favorite color? 
S2: My favorite color is blue. 
 What’s your favorite color? 
S3: My favorite color is pink. 

4. Personalize – in pairs 
Have Ss in pairs ask and answer about their favorite 
colors. 
 

 S1: What’s your favorite color? 
S2: My favorite color is yellow.  
   How about you? 
S3: My favorite color is red.  
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LG5 U2 L1 – Activity 1: Song  4 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to sing the song “Who’s That Girl?” song chorally. 

Target Lang: Who’s that woman in the long red skirt? / Who’s that man in the bright green shirt? / Who’s that girl with the curly hair? / Who’s that boy with the 
teddybear? / That’s my mother in the long red skirt. / That’s my father in the bright green shirt. / That’s my sister with the curly hair. / That’s my brother 
with the teddy bear. 

Materials:  LG5 U2 Courseware – Song 

Interaction: C-Ss; T-Ss; Ss-Ss    

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Sing the Who’s That Girl song with the Courseware 
Play LG4 U6 Courseware—Song. 
Have Ss sing the song with the Courseware. (Twice) 

Let’s sing together. Who’s that woman in the long red skirt? 
Who’s that man in the bright green shirt? 
Who’s that girl with the curly hair? 
Who’s that boy with the teddy bear? 
That’s my mother in the long red skirt. 
That’s my father in the bright green shirt. 
That’s my sister with the curly hair. 
That’s my brother with the teddy bear.  

2. Sing the song along with the Courseware—in groups 
Have just the girls sing, then just the boys. 

Girls, now you sing it.  

Boys, now you sing. 

Same as above.  

3. Sing the song without the Courseware—in pairs 
Pair Ss up. Invite a few pairs to sing the song to the 
whole class. 

 
Sing with your partner. 

 
Same as above. 

Tricks for controlling the Courseware:  

• Click the green arrow located at the lower left corner of the screen to 
replay the Song once the program continues to the Conversation Part. 

• Use the Pause button whenever needed. 

It’s good if T and Ss do 
appropriate actions along with 
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LG5 U2 L1 – Activity 2: Conversation   6 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to role play the Conversation from the Courseware. 

Target Lang: Did you meet my grandmother? / What does she look like / She’s short and she’s wearing a blue dress. / Is that her over there? / No,that’s not her. / She 
wears glasses and has short gray hair. / Is that her? / Yes it is. / Come on. / Let’s go say hello. 

Materials: LG5 U2 Courseware – Conversation 

Interaction: C-Ss; T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Listen to the Conversation in the Courseware 
Play LG5 U2 Courseware—Conversation. 
Have class listen to the whole Conversation without stopping 

Let’s listen to the cats.  

2. Repeat Conversation using the Courseware—whole class 
Pause after each sentence to have Ss repeat them. 

Let’s repeat each sentence together.  Sam: Did you meet my grandmother? 
 Eddy: What does she look like? 
Sam: She’s short and she’s wearing a blue 
dress. 
 Eddy: Is that her over there?  
Sam: No, that’s not her. 
She wears glasses and has short gray hair. 
 Eddy: Is that her?  
Sam: Yes it is. Come on. Let’s go say hello. 

3. Repeat Conversation after the Courseware—in 2 groups 
Divide Ss into 2 groups; one group does Sam, the other Sam’s Father.  

You are Sam. 
You are Eddie. Let’s repeat after them.  

Same as above. 

4. Role play Conversation without the Courseware—in 2 groups 
Have the two groups role play Sam and Eddie but without the 
Courseware. Then switch their roles to do it again. 

You are Sam. You are Eddie. 
Now, switch roles. 

Same as above. 

5. Practice role playing the Conversation—in pairs Work with your partner. Choose who is Sam & Eddie.  Same as above. 
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6. Present the Conversation to the class Show us your conversation. Same as above. 

LG5 U2 L1 – Activity 3: Listening Practice  7 min 
Objectives: Ss will be able to listen and repeat after the Courseware, and answer the comprehension questions.  

Target Lang: Sam is at a costume party. / Sam is dressed like an alligator. / His friend, Eddy, is dressed like a pirate. / His little brother is dressed like a cowboy. / They 
are having lots of fun. / Sam’s mother is there too. / She wears glasses, and she’s wearing a long red skirt. 

Materials: LG5 U2 Courseware—Listening Practice 

Interaction: C-Ss; T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Listen to the Courseware and answer the comprehension questions 
Play LG5 U2 Courseware– Listening Practice. 
Have the class listen to the Listening part from beginning to end, and then 
answer the comprehension questions. 

 

Let’s listen to the courseware and 
answer the questions afterwards. 

It’s a costume party. 
Sam’s mother wears glasses and she’s wearing a 
ong red skirt. 
His friend Eddy is dressed like a pirate. 
Sam’s little brother is dressed like a cowboy. 
 

2. Repeat after the Courseware—in 2 groups 
Divide Ss into two groups. Have the first group 
repeat after the Courseware. Switch roles.  

 

Group 1, repeat after the courseware. 

Group 2, repeat after the courseware. 
Sam is at a costume party. 
Sam is dressed like an alligator. 
His friend, Eddy, is dressed like a pirate.  
His little brother is dressed like a cowboy. 
They are having lots of fun. 
Sam’s mother is there too.  
She wears glasses, and she’s wearing a long red 
skirt. 
 

Tricks for controlling the courseware:  

• Click the green arrow in the lower left corner of the screen to go back 
to the Listening Part once the program jumps to the Reading Part. 

• Use the Pause button whenever needed. 

The Comprehension Check will appear after several sentences in the 
Listening Part. Questions might be in different order each time. 
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LG5 U2 L1 – Activity 4: Reading Practice  7 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to read and repeat after the Courseware.  

Target Lang: Sam is at a costume party. / Sam is dressed like an alligator. / His friend, Eddy, is dressed like a pirate. / His little brother is dressed like a cowboy. / They 
are having lots of fun. / Sam’s mother is there too. / She wears glasses, and she’s wearing a long red skirt. 

Materials: LG5 U2 Courseware—Reading Practice 

Interaction: C-Ss; T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Listen to the Courseware 
Play LG5 U2 Courseware– Reading Practice. 
Have the class listen to the Reading part from 
beginning to the end. 

 

Let’s listen.  

2. Repeat after the Courseware— whole class  
Have the class listen, read, and record each 
sentence. Pause after each sentence to have 
Ss read and record it. 

Let’s listen, read and record each sentence. Sam is at a costume party. 
Sam is dressed like an alligator. 
His friend, Eddy, is dressed like a pirate.  
His little brother is dressed like a cowboy. 
They are having lots of fun. 
Sam’s mother is there too.  
She wears glasses, and she’s wearing a long red skirt. 
 

3. Repeat the sentences in different order—in 2 
groups 
Divide the class into two groups. 
Have the first group repeat after the 
courseware, and then group 2. 

Group 1, repeat the sentences.  
Group 2, your turn. 

Sam’s mother is there too.  
Sam is dressed like an alligator. 
She wears glasses, and she’s wearing a long red skirt. 
His friend, Eddy, is dressed like a pirate.  
Sam is at a costume party. 
His little brother is dressed like a cowboy. 
They are having lots of fun. 

The Speaker button may be used several times 
to listen to the sentences. 
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4. Read the sentences—in pairs 
Pair Ss up to practice reading. 

Work with your partner to practice reading the sentences. Same as above. 

5. Invite few pairs to read X1 and X2, please read it to the class. 
X3 and X4. 

Same as above. 
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LG5 U2 L1 – Activity 5: Vocabulary  7 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to recognize and say descriptive phrases about physical features. 

Target Lang: blond hair, brown hair, gray hair, black hair, red hair, curly hair, long hair, short hair, blue eyes, green eyes, brown eyes, black eyes  

Materials: LG5 U2 Courseware—Vocabulary 

Interaction: C-Ss; T-Ss; S-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Practice saying the 5 words in the Vocabulary Lesson 
Play LG5 U2 Courseware—Vocabulary, Screen 1. 

Ask 5 Ss in front to click on the 5 words and have the whole class 
repeat each word and sentence twice. 

Let’s repeat the words. blond hair 
brown hair 
gray hair 
black hair 
red hair 

2. Practice saying the 5 words in the Vocabulary Lesson 

Play LG5 U2 Courseware—Vocabulary, Screen 2. 

Ask 5 Ss in front to click on the 5 words and have the whole class 
repeat each word and sentence twice. 

Let’s repeat the words. green eyes 
blond hair 
brown hair 
curly hair 
gray hair 
black hair 
red hair 

3. Record the words/sentences in the Vocabulary Lesson—in groups 

Play LG5 U2 Courseware - Vocabulary, Screen 3. 

Have Ss record the words and sentences in chorus, one after the 
other. 

 

 

 

Your turn! Same as above. 

To record, click on the Microphone icon. To play back, click on 
Headphone icon. 
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4. Match pictures and the words—in 2 groups 
Play LG5 U2 Courseware—Vocabulary, Screen 4  
Divide class into 2 groups: Group A – the box on the left and Group 
B – the box on the right.  
If the correct answer is in the left box, Group A should stand up and 
say the word. 
If the correct answer is in the right box, Group B should stand up 
and say the word. 
f a group makes a mistake, have them sing “Who’s That Girl?”. 

Make 2 groups.   
Group A – if the answer is in the left box, stand 
up and say the word. 
Group B – if the answer is in the right box, stand 
up and say the word.  
If your answer(s) is wrong, you have to sing 
“Who’s That Girl?”.   

Same as above. 
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LG5 U2 L1 – Activity 6: Grammar  7 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer about clothing and physical features. 

Target Lang: Does Sue’s uncle have brown eyes? / No, he doesn’t. / Is she wearing a hat? / She isn’t wearing a hat. / What color are his eyes? / He has brown eyes. 

Materials: LG5 U2 Courseware—Grammar 

Interaction: C-Ss; T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Repeat the questions and answers in Grammar 
Play LG5 U2 Courseware—Grammar, Screen 1. 
Have the whole class repeat each question. Invite Ss one after the other 
to the front to click on the words and then have the whole class answer.  

Let’s repeat the question. / What’s the 
question? 
S1, click on the answers. 
Let’s repeat. / What’s the answer?  
 
Next question. 
S2, click on the answers. 
Everyone. 

Does he have curly hair?  
 
 He has curly hair. 
 
 
Is he wearing a T-shirt?  
 
 He’s wearing a jacket. 

2. Answer Y/N Questions from the Grammar lesson 
Play LG5 U2 Courseware—Grammar, Screen 2. 
Have Ss listen to and repeat the questions in chorus, then answer in 
complete sentences. 

Yes or no? 
 

Does Sue’s uncle have brown eyes?  
 No, he doesn’t. 
Does Sue’s grandmother have gray hair?  
 Yes, she does. 

3. Practice the sentences 
Play LG5 U2 Courseware – Grammar, Screen 3. 
Have the class repeat the first question. Move the words to the correct 
places to form the first sentence and have the whole class read it. 
Invite 4 Ss one by one to come to the front to complete the rest of the 
sentences. Have the whole class read.  

Repeat the question.(Press the Pause 
button) 
As I move the words, please read the 
sentence.  
S1, can you try? 
Everyone. 
S2. 
... 

Does Sue’s aunt have long hair? 
 She has long hair. 
Is she wearing a hat? 
 She isn’t wearing a hat. 
Does Sue’s aunt have blond hair? 
 She has blond hair, 
Does she have gray hair?  She has gray hair. 
What color are his eyes?   He has brown eyes. 

Trick for controlling the Courseware:  

To repeat each question or answer, click the Pause button right before 
the next sentence is given   
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LG5 U2 L1 – Activity 7: Phonics  5 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to demonstrate proper pronunciation and recognize the differences between words with sw and tw. 

Target Lang: swallows, swan, swing, swimming pool, sweater, twins, twirl, twelve, twenty / The swallows swooped down near the swan on the swing. / The twins 
twirled in the twinkling twilight. 

Materials: LG5 U2 Courseware—Phonics 

Interaction: C-Ss; T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Review Phonics Lesson in Courseware 
Play LG5 U2 Courseware—Phonics, Screen 1.  
Click on each picture to listen to the associated words and sentences. 

Let’s listen carefully.  
 

2. Identify words with sw and tw—in 2 groups 
Play LG5 U2 Courseware—Phonics, Screen 2. 
Divide the class into 2 groups. 
If the word or picture is with oy, Group 1 should stand, say the word, 
and clap once.  
If the word or picture is with ow, Group 2 should stand, say the word, 
and clap twice. 
If a group makes a mistake they have to sing “Who’s That Girl?!” 

Make 2 groups 
Group 1 – if the picture or word is with oy, 
stand up, say the word, and clap once.  
Group 2 - if the picture or word is with ow, 
stand up, say the word, and clap twice. 
If your answer is wrong, you have sing 
“Who’s That Girl?”. 

 
swallows, swan, swing, swimming pool, sweater 
twins, twirl, twilight, twelve, twenty 

3. Spell the words 
Play LG5 U2 Courseware—Phonics, Screen 3. 
Move the letters to the correct place and have the whole class say the 
first word.  
Invite 4 Ss one by one to the front to move the letters to the correct 
place and have the whole class read the words. 
 

Let’s repeat. (Move the letters to the correct 
place.) 
S1, you have a try.  
S2… 

swing 
sweater 
twenty 
twins 
twirl 

The Spelling Practice will only appear after completing the activity on 
Screen 2.   
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4. Repeat phonics words and sentences after the Courseware—whole 
class  
Return to LG5 U2 Courseware—Phonics, Screen 1.  
Click the pictures one by one and have Ss repeat the words and 
sentences. 

Let’s repeat the words and sentences. swallows, swan, swing, swimming pool, sweater,  
The swallows swooped down near the swan on 
the swing.  
twins, twirl, twilight, twelve, twenty 
The twins twirled in the twinkling twilight. 

5. Record wordsand sentences with sw and tw — in groups 
Call several Ss one by one to repeat the words, and then record them 
and listen back to them.  
 
 
 
Have Ss in groups of 5-6 record in chorus. 

Let’s see which group can say the words and 
sentences properly. 

Same as above. 

  

To record, click on the Microphone icon. To play back, click on 
Headphone icon. 
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LG5 U2 L1 – Wrap Up: Game (*Optional)  3 min   

Objectives: Ss will be able to identify the person and described based on clothing and physical features. 

Target Lang: She wears glasses and has curly red hair. / She has long straight hair and wears glasses. / She has blue eyes and long curly hair. 

Materials: LG5 U2 Courseware—Game 

Interaction: T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Identify correct picture of a person – individual 
Play LG5 U2 Courseware—Identification Game. 
Invite Ss one by one to click the correct pictures. 
Have other Ss repeat the sentences. 
 

S1, click the correct picture. 

Let’s repeat the sentence. 
… 
 

She wears glasses and has curly red hair. 
 
She has long straight hair and wears glasses. 
 
She has blue eyes and long curly hair 
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LG5 U2 L2 
 

Time: 50 min  

Materials: LG5 U2 L2 PPT; Courseware; Projector 

 

LG5 U2 Unit Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to describe and identify people and family members by their clothing and physical appearance. 

2. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH and Y/N questions about clothing and physical appearance. 

3. Ss will be able to distinguish between, pronounce and read words with letters sw and tw. 

 

LG5 U2 Lesson 2 Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to name words beginning with letters s, t, w, sw and tw. 

2. Ss will be able to describe what they are wearing. 

3. Ss will be able to identify pictures of a person’s physical appearance based on the hair style, hair color and eye color. 
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LG5 U2 L2 Activity Overview: 

Time 5’ 6’ 8’ 13’ 5’ 8’ 5’ 

Act. # Type Warm-Up R-Activity 1 R-Activity 2 R&E-Activity 3 ML-Activity 4 R-Activity 5 Wrap-Up 

Name & 
Description 

of Activity 

“Who’s That 
Girl?” 

Words with sw 
and tw 

Identifying 
Pictures with 

Letters sw and tw  

Say a number! 
* Identifying and 

Categorizing 
Pictures of People 
Based on Physical 

Appearance 

Role Play 
* Role Playing and 

Personalizing a 
Dialog 

I’m wearing a.. 
*Describing What One is 

Wearing 
 

Sam Is at a Costume 
Party 

* Discussing about Sam, 
His family, and Eddy’s 
Costumes at a Party 

Word War 

Target 
Language 

Who’s that 
woman in the 
long red skirt? 
Who’s that man 
in the bright 
green shirt? 
Who’s that girl 
with the curly 
hair? 
Who’s that boy 
with the teddy 
bear? 
That’s my mother 
in the long red 
skirt. 
That’s my father 
in the bright 
green shirt. 
That’s my sister 
with the curly 
hair. 
That’s my 
brother with the 
teddy bear. 
 

s 
seesaw 
sun 
six 
t  
TV 
table 
tall 
w 
window 
walk 
watch 
sw 
swallows 
swimming pool 
swan 
swing 
sweater 
tw 
twins 
twilight 
twenty 
twirl 
twelve 

eye color 
hair style 
hair color 
green eyes 
red hair 
black eyes 
curly hair 
long hair 
blue eyes 
brown eyes 
gray hair 
blond hair 
black hair 
brown hair 

Did you meet my 
grandmother?  
What does she look 
like? 
She’s short and 
she’s wearing a 
blue dress. 
Is that her over 
there? 
No, that’s not her.  
She wears glasses 
and has short gray 
hair. 
Is that her? 
Yes, it is.  
Come on. Let’s go 
say hello. 
 

Who’s wearing shoes? 
I’m wearing shoes. 
I’m wearing boots. 
I’m not wearing a boots. 
I’m wearing dress. 
I’m not wearing a dress. 
I’m wearing a shirt. 
I’m not wearing a shirt. 
I’m wearing jacket. 
I’m not wearing a jacket. 
I’m wearing a sweater. 
I’m not wearing a sweater. 
I’m wearing a skirt. 
I’m not wearing a skirt. 
I’m wearing pants. 
I’m not wearing pants. 
Is Anna wearing a T-shirt? 
No she isn’t. 
Are Ted and Fred 
wearing shoes? 
Yes, they are. 
 

Who are they? 
They are Sam, Eddy, 
Sam’s little brother, Sam’s 
father, and Sam’s mother. 
How many cats are 
there? 
There are five cats. 
Where are they? 
They are at a costume 
party. 
Sam is dressed like an 
alligator. 
Eddie is Sam’s friend. 
Sam’s little brother is 
dressed like a cowboy. 
Sam’s mother is wearing 
a red dress. 
Eddy is wearing a pirate 
clothes. 
 

red hair 
swan 
twins 
gray hair 
straight hair 
twelve 
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LG5 U2 L2 Warm Up: Song “Who’s That Girl?”  5 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to sing “Who’s That Girl?” and answer Y/N questions.  

Target Lang: Who’s that woman in the long red skirt? / Who’s that man in the bright green shirt? / Who’s that girl with the curly hair? / Who’s that boy with the teddy 
bear? / That’s my mother in the long red skirt. / That’s my father in the bright green shirt. / That’s my sister with the curly hair. / That’s my brother with 
the teddy bear. 

Materials: LG5 U2 Courseware — Song 

Interaction：T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Sing the Unit Song: “Who’s That Girl?” 
Have Ss sing along with the courseware.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Let’s sing together.  Who’s that woman in the long red skirt? 
Who’s that man in the bright green shirt? 
Who’s that girl with the curly hair? 
Who’s that boy with the teddy bear? 
That’s my mother in the long red skirt. 
That’s my father in the bright green shirt. 
That’s my sister with the curly hair. 
That’s my brother with the teddy bear. 

2. Sing the Unit Song — in 2 groups 
Divide the class into two groups to sing the cats’ 
part. Switch roles. 

Group 1, sing Eddy’s line. 
Group 2, sing Sam’s line. 
Switch roles. 

Same as above. 

3. Check Ss’ Understanding 
Have Ss orally answer comprehension questions. 

 

Is Sam’s mother wearing a long red skirt?  
Is Sam’s brother the boy with the teddy bear? 
Does Sam’s sister have straight hair? 
Does Sam’s father wear a bright green shirt? 

Yes, she is. 
Yes, he is.  
No, she doesn’t. 
Yes, he does. 

 

Tips for controlling the courseware:  

• Click the rewind button in the lower left corner of 
the screen if you want to hear the sentence again 
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LG5 U2 L2 Activity 1: Words with sw and tw (R: Identifying Pictures of Words with Letters sw and tw)  6 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to identify pictures of words beginning with letters sw and tw.   

Target Lang: seesaw, sun, six, TV, table, tall, window, walk, watch, swallows, twin, twenty, swan, swing, swimming pool, twirl, twilight, sweater, 
twelve 

Materials: LG5 U2 L2 PPT — Slides 2~3 

Interaction: T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Identify letter names and sounds 
Show LG5 U2 L2 PPT — Slide 2. 
Have Ss identify the letters, s, t, w, and produce 
their sounds. 

 
 
What are these letters? 
What are their sounds?  

 
 
s, t, w 
“s”, “t”, “w” 
 

2. Name pictures with letters s, t and w 

Have Ss name pictures of words beginning with s, t 
and w. 

CLICK to show the pictures one at a time. 

 

What’s this? (Point at each picture.) seesaw, sun, six  
TV, table, tall 
window, walk, watch 

3. Identify words beginning with sw and tw 
Read words as indicated under the Teacher Talk. 
Instruct Ss to stand up and repeat the word if it 
begins with sw, and clap their hands twice if it 
begins with tw. 
 

  
Stand up and repeat the word if it starts with sw.  
Clap your hands twice and say the word if it starts with 
tw.  
 
swallow 
twin 
twenty 
swan 

 
 
 
 
 
(Stand up) swallow 
(Clap hands) twin 
(Clap hands) twenty 
(Stand up) swan 
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swing 
swimming pool 
twirl 
twilight 
sweater 
twelve 

(Stand up) swing 
(Stand up) swimming pool 
(Clap hands) twirl 
(Clap hands) twilight 
(Stand up) sweater 
(Clap hands) twelve 

4. Name pictures with “sw” and “tw”  
Show LG5 U2 L2 PPT — Slide 3. 
Have the whole class orally identify the pictures.  
Point to the pictures randomly and have Ss say the 
names of the pictures. 
 

Name the pictures. 
(Point at each picture randomly.) 

swallows 
swimming pool 
twelve 
sweater 
twilight 
twirl 
swing 
twenty 
swan 
twin 
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LG5 U2 L2 Activity 2: Say a number! (R: Identifying and Categorizing Pictures of People Based on Physical Appearance)  8 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to identify and categorize pictures of a person’s physical appearance based on the hair style, hair color and eye color. 

Target Lang:  eye color, hair style, hair color, green eyes, red hair, black eyes, curly hair, long hair, blue eyes, brown eyes, gray hair, blond hair, black 
hair, brown hair  

Materials: LG5 U2 L2 PPT — Slides 4~5 

Interaction: T-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Identify pictures of a person’s physical appearance 
Show LG5 U2 L2 PPT — Slide 4.  
Read phrases as indicated under Teacher Talk. 
Instruct Ss to say the number of the picture 
described. 
 

red hair, which number? 
green eyes 
black eyes 
long hair 
curly hair 
blue eyes 
brown eyes 
gray hair 
blond hair 
brown hair 
black hair 

Number 6 
Number 12 
Number 10 
Number 2 
Number 11 
Number 3 
Number 1 
Number 7 
Number 13 
Number 8 
Number 9 

2. Identify pictures – individual 
Say numbers as indicated under Teacher Talk. 
Instruct Ss to identify the picture described. 
 

Describe the picture. 
S1, number 12 
S2, number 6 
S3, number 10 
S4, number 11 
S5, number 2 
S6, number 3 
S7, number 1 

 
S1: green eyes 
S2: red hair 
S3: black eyes 
S4: curly hair 
S5: long hair 
S6: blue eyes 
S7: brown eyes 
S8: gray hair 
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S8, number 7 
S9, number 13 
S10, number 9 
S11, number 8 

S9: blond hair 
S10: black hair 
S11brown hair 
 

3. Identify physical features according to categories 
Show LG5 U2 L2 PPT — Slide 5. 
Ask the class to read the words in the boxes. 
CLICK to show the picture. 
Have the class identify the picture and tell if it 
belongs to hair color, hair style or eye color. 

Let’s read the words. 
 
 
Describe the picture. 
Which category does it belong to? 

eye color 
hair color 
hair style 
All: curly hair 
hair style 
 
 

4. Identify physical features according to categories 
— in 2 groups 
Divide the class into 2 groups. 
Have the groups alternately identify the pictures 
and categorize them according to eye color, hair 
style or hair color. 
CLICK 10x to show the pictures one by one. 
 

Group1, what’s in the picture?  
Which category does it belong to? 
Group 2, your turn. 

 
G1: blue eyes – eye color 
G2: straight hair – hair style 
G1: long hair – hair style 
G2: green eyes – eye color 
G1: blond hair – hair color 
G2: black hair – hair color 
G1: red hair – hair color 
G2: short hair – hair style 
G1: brown eyes – eye color 
G2: gray hair – hair color 
G1: black eyes – eye color 
G2: brown hair – hair color 
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LG5 U2 L2 Activity 3: Role Play (R&E: Role Playing and Personalizing a Dialog)  13 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to role play and personalize a dialog. 

Target Lang: Did you meet my grandmother? / What does she look like? / She’s short and she’s wearing a blue dress. / Is that her over there? 
/ No, that’s not her. / She wears glasses and has short gray hair. / Is that her? / Yes, it is. / Come on. / Let’s go say hello.  

Materials: LG5 U2 L2 PPT — Slide 6-8  
Interaction: T-Ss, Ss-Ss  

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Listen to Courseware Conversation 
Play LG5 U2 L2 Courseware – Conversation  
Have Ss listen to the conversation. 

Listen to the conversation.    

2. Role-play the conversation – whole class 
Show LG5 U2 L2 PPT — Slide 6. 
Point at each picture to guide Ss to recall the dialog. 
 

What did Sam ask? 
(Point at Sam, the word grandmother, and then the 
question word “Did”.) 
(Point at Eddy, the word grandmother, and then the 
question word “What”.) 
(Point at Sam, the word grandmother, the word 
short, to the picture of dress, and then the full stop 
sign. 
(Point at Eddy, to Sam’s mother, and then to the 
question word “Is”. 
(Point at Sam, to Sam’s mother, then to the full stop 
sign.) 
(Point at Sam, to the picture of glasses, to the 
picture of hair, and then to the full stop sign.) 
(Point at Eddy, to the question word “Is”, then to the 
word grandmother.  
(Point to the happy face, and then to the full stop 
sign. 

 
Sam:  Did you meet my grandmother?  
 
Eddy: What does she look like?  
 
 
Sam:  She’s short and she’s wearing a blue dress.  
 
 
Eddy: Is that her over there?  
 
Sam:  No, that’s not her.  
   
 
She wears glasses and has short gray hair.  
 
Eddy: Is that her? 
 
Sam:  Yes, it is. 
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3. Elicit Q&As about the Courseware Conversation – 
whole class 
Write the question words “Who”, “Is”, and “Does” 
on the board. Point at each question word and 
pictures on the slide to elicit questions and answers. 

Ask a question. 
Answer? 
... 

What’s Sam’s grandmother wearing? 
She’s wearing a blue dress. 
What’s Sam’s grandmother wearing? 
She’s wearing glasses. 
Is Sam’s grandmother short? 
Yes, she is. 
Does Sam’s grandmother have long hair? 
No, she doesn’t. 
Does she have gray hair? 
Yes, she does. 

4. Role play the conversation based on pictures – in 2 
groups 
Divide the class into two groups. 
Assign a character for each group. 
Instruct Ss to role play Sam and Eddy’s conversation 
based on the pictures. 
Show LG5 U2 L2 PPT – Slide 7. 

G1, you are Sam. G2, you are Eddy. 
(Point at Sam’s sister, and then the question word 
“Did”.) 
(Point at Sam’s sister, and then the question word 
“What”.) 
(Point at Sam’s sister, and then the full stop sign.) 
(Point at Sam’s sister, to the picture of hair, and then 
the question word “Does”.) 
(Point at the X mark, to the picture of hair, and the 
full stop sign.) 
(Point at Sam’s sister’s hair, and the full stop sign.) 
(Point at the word sister, to Sam’s mother, and then 
the question word “Is”.) 
(Point at the X mark, to Sam’s mother, and the full 
stop sign.) 
(Point at Sam’s sister, to the necklace and bracelet, 
and then the full stop sign.) 
(Point to the happy face, and then the full stop sign.) 

 
G1:  Did you meet my sister?  
 
G2:  What does she look like?  
 
G1:  She’s wearing a pink and purple dress. 
G2:   Does she have black hair? 
 
G1:   No, she doesn’t.  

She has curly blond hair. 
 
G2:  Is that her over there?  
 
G1:  No, that’s not her.  
  She is short. She’s wearing a necklace and a  
  bracelet. 
G2:  Is that her? 
G1:  Yes, it is. 
  Come on. Let’s go say hello. 
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5. Role play the conversation based on the pictures – 
in pairs 
Show LG5 U2 L2 PPT – Slide 8. 
Instruct Ss to work in pairs to do the conversation of 
Sam and Eddy. 
Have Ss switch roles. 

Work in pairs to do the conversations on the slide. 
 
Switch roles. 

S1:  Did you meet my little brother?  
S2:  What does he look like?  
S1:  He’s wearing cowboy clothes. 
S2:   Is he wearing a cap? 
S1:   No, he isn’t. He’s wearing a hat. 
S2:  Is that her over there?  
S1:  No, that’s not him.  
  He has a teddy bear. 
S2:  Is that him? 
S1:  Yes, it is. 
  Come on. Let’s go say hello.  

6. Present the personalized dialog 
Call several pairs to present their conversation to 
the whole class. 

Show us your conversation. Same as above. 
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LG5 U2 L2 Activity 4: I’m wearing a… (ML: Describing What One is Wearing)  5 min   

Objectives: Ss will be able to describe what they are wearing. 

Target Lang: Who’s wearing shoes? / I’m wearing shoes. / I’m wearing boots. / I’m not wearing a boots. / I’m wearing dress. / I’m not wearing a 
dress. / I’m wearing a shirt. / I’m not wearing a shirt. / I’m wearing jacket. / I’m not wearing a jacket. / I’m wearing a sweater. / I’m 
not wearing a sweater. / I’m wearing a skirt. / I’m not wearing a skirt. / I’m wearing pants. / I’m not wearing pants. / Is Anna 
wearing a T-shirt? / No she isn’t. / Are Ted and Fred wearing shoes? / Yes, they are. 

Materials: LG5 U2 L2 PPT – Slide 9~10 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss  

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Demonstrate describing what you are wearing 

Show LG5 U2 L2 PPT – Slide 9.  

Show Ss that you are wearing shoes. Then, point at 
your shoes and say, “I’m wearing shoes.” 

Click to show the picture of boots. Then say, “I’m not 
wearing boots.” 

Go around and ask who’s wearing shoes. Have the Ss 
say “I’m wearing shoes.” if they do, otherwise have say 
“I’m not wearing shoes.” Do the same with boots. 

 
 
(Point to your shoes.) I’m wearing shoes. 
I’m not wearing boots. 
 
Who’s wearing shoes? 
 
 
Who’s wearing boots? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
I’m wearing shoes. (Point at it) 
I’m not wearing shoes. 
 
I’m wearing boots. (Point at it) 
I’m not wearing boots. 

2. Describe what you are wearing 

CLICK to show the pictures of clothes one at a time.  

Have Ss point at their clothes and say, “I’m wearing...” 

if they do, otherwise say “I’m not wearing” if they 

Show me if you are wearing a dress / a shirt / a 
sweater / a skirt /a jacket/ pants. 
 

I’m wearing a dress. (Point at it.)  
I’m not wearing a dress. 
I’m wearing a shirt. (Point at it.) 
I’m not wearing a shirt. 
I’m wearing a sweater. (Point at it.) 
I’m not wearing a sweater. 
I’m wearing a skirt. (Point at it.) 
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don’t. I’m not wearing a skirt. 
I’m wearing a coat. (Point at it.) 
I’m not wearing a coat. 
I’m wearing pants. (Point at it.) 
I’m not wearing pants. 

3. Model asking and answering about clothes 

Show LG5 U2 L2 PPT – Slide 10.  

Elicit question and answer from Ss. Point to question 
guide “Is”, then to one of the S. Then, point to the 
picture of a T-shirt. Ask the question and invite the 
class to answer. If the S doesn’t wear a T-shirt, have 
the class say the right clothing. 

Point to question guide “Are”, then to 2 Ss. Then, point 
to the picture of shoes shown.  

Ask the question and elicit answer from Ss. 

 

(point at “Is” and” Are”, at S/Ss , and at the clothes 
shown.) 
Is Anna wearing a t-shirt? 
What is she wearing? 
Are Ted and Fred wearing shoes? 
 

 
 
All: No, she isn’t.  
She’s wearing a blouse. 
All: Yes, they are. 

4.  Ask and answer about clothes 

Call Ss one at a time to ask questions to the class using 

“Is” and “Are” questions. 

Ask a question, S1. 
What’s the answer? 
 

S1: Is Xx wearing shorts? 
All: No, he isn’t. He’s wearing pants. 
S2: Are X1 and X2 wearing sweaters? 
All: No, they aren’t. They’re wearing T-shirts. 
S3: Is Xx wearing a skirt? 
All: Yes, she is. 
S4: Are X3 and X4 wearing blouses? 
All: Yes, they are. 
S5: Are X5 and X6 wearing pants? 
All: Yes, they are. 
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LG5 U2 L2 – Activity 5: Sam Is at a Costume Party (R: Discussing about Sam, His family, and Eddy’s Costume at a Party)  8 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer questions about physical appearance and clothing preference. 

Target Lang: Who are they? / They are Sam, Eddy, Sam’s little brother, Sam’s father, and Sam’s mother. / How many cats are there? / There are five 
cats. / Where are they? / They are at a costume party. / Sam is dressed like an alligator. / Eddie is Sam’s friend. / Sam’s little brother is 
dressed like a cowboy. / Sam’s mother is wearing a red dress. / Eddy is wearing a pirate clothes. 

Materials: LG5 U2 L2 PPT – Slide 11 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit Q&As in class about the cats at the party 
Show LG5 U2 L2 PPT – Slide 11. 
Point to the question word “Where” and to the 
picture of Sam. Elicit question and answer from the 
Ss.  
 

Look at the picture. 

Who are they? 

 

How many cats are there? 

Where are they? 

 

 

They are Sam, Eddy, Sam’s little brother, Sam’s father, and Sam’s 
mother. 

There are five cats. 

They are at a costume party. 

2. True or False 
Have Ss say “True” if the statement is correct. If not, 
have Ss say the correct statement. 

 
Sam is dressed like a pirate. True or false? 
What’s the right sentence? 
Sam’s mother is wearing glasses. 
Eddie is Sam’s brother. 
Sam’s little sister is dressed like a cowboy. 
Sam and Eddie are at the costume party. 

 
False.  
Sam is dressed like an alligator. 
True. 
False. Eddie is Sam’s friend.  
False. Sam’s little brother is dressed like a cowboy. 
True. 
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3. Practice true or false with Ss’ own statements 
Call individual Ss to give a true of false statement. 
Then, have the whole class answer. 

S1, give a true or false statement. 
 
S2? 
 
S3? 

S1: Sam’s little brother is dressed like a pirate. 
 Ss: False. Sam’s little brother is dressed like a cowboy. 
S2: Sam’s mother is wearing a red blouse. 
 Ss: False. Sam’s mother is wearing a red dress. 
S3: Eddy is wearing black boots 
 Ss: True. 

4. Practice true or false – in pairs 
Pair up Ss. 
Instruct the pairs to alternately make true or false 
statement about the cats’ physical appearance. 

Do the activity with your partner. 
Take turns. 

S1: Sam and Eddy are wearing cowboy clothes. 
S2: False. Sam is wearing an alligator clothes. 
 Eddy is wearing a pirate clothes. 
 Sam’s mother is wearing a hat.  
S1: False. She isn’t wearing a hat. 
 Sam’s little brother is wearing a brown hat. 
S2: True. 
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LG5 U2 L2 – Wrap Up: Word War  5 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to recall the new words and phrases learned in this lesson. 

Target Lang: red hair, swan, twins, straight hair, twelve, gray hair  

Materials: None 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Recall Vocabulary – in 2 groups 

Divide the class into two groups.  

Have two groups stand face to face and recall words 
and phrases learned in this lesson. 

Optional – Give groups one point for each new 
word or phrase they say. 

Group A, say a new word or phrase we learned today. 

Group B?  

Group A. 

Gr A: red hair 

Gr B: swan 

Gr A: twins  

Gr B: straight hair 

Gr A: twelve 

Gr B: gray hair 
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LG5 U2 L3 
 

Time: 50 min 

Materials: LG5 U2 L3 PPT; Courseware; Projector; LG5 U2 L3 Handout 1 

 

LG5 U2 Unit Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to describe and identify people and family members by their clothing and physical appearance. 

2. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH and Y/N questions about clothing and physical appearance. 

3. Ss will be able to distinguish between, pronounce read words with letters sw and tw. 

 

LG5 U2 Lesson 3 Objectives: 

1. Ss will be able to identify words with sw and tw.  

2. Ss will be able to describe and identify physical appearances and physical features of family members. 

3. Ss will be able to recall and identify words about physical appearances.  
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LG5 U2 L3 Activity Overview: 

Time 5’ 7’ 8’ 3’ 10’ 12’ 5’ 

Act. # 
Type Warm Up R-Activity 1 R&E-Activity 2 ML-Activi

ty 3 R&E-Activity 4 R&E-Activity 5 Wrap Up 

Name & 
Description 

of Activity 

Q & A Chain Name It! 
* Identifying 

Words with sw 
and tw  

Guess who? 
* Describing Physical 

Appearances and Physical 
Features of People  

Beep 2, 4, 
6 

*Identifyi
ng 

Numbers 
1 to 100 

Sue’s Family 
*Asking and Answering 

Y/N Questions About 
Physical Appearance 

and Features 

My Family 
*Asking and 

Answering WH and 
Y/N Questions 
About Physical 

Appearance and 
Features 

Beat the 
clock! 

Target 
Language 

Those are shoes. 
Those are boots. 
It’s a dress. 
It’s a T-shirt. 
It’s a sweater. 
It’s a skirt. 
It’s a coat. 
Those are pants. 
I’m wearing a black and red dress. 
I’m wearing a pink blouse and jeans. 
I’m wearing a blue shirt and black 
pants. 
I’m wearing a pink and white dress. 
I’m wearing a yellow and white 
blouse. 
He’s wearing a blue shirt and black 
pants. 
She’s wearing a white blouse and a 
pink skirt. 
He’s wearing a white shirt and brown 
shorts. 
He’s wearing a black T-shirt and 
jeans. 
 

swallows 
swimming pool 
swan 
swing 
sweater 
twin 
twilight 
twenty 
twirl 
twelve 
There are twelve 
swans and twenty 
swallows in the 
swimming pool. 
She twirl near the 
swing. 
The twins like the 
sweater.  

curly hair 
straight hair 
long hair 
short hairbl 
ond hair 
brown hair 
gray hair 
black hai 
red hair 
blue eyes 
green eyes 
brown eyes 
black eyes 
She’s Linda. 
She has straight hair. 
She has brown hair. She 
has green eyes. 
She’s wearing a white hat. 
Cathy’s wearing yellow 
earrings. 
Beth’s wearing glasses. 

1 
beep 
3 
beep 
5 
beep 
7  
8  
9  
10 
11  
 
 

Is Sue’s grandmother 
wearing glasses? / 
Yes, she is. 
Does Sues’s 
grandmother has black 
eyes? 
Yes, she does. 
Does Sue’s 
grandmother have 
blond hair? 
No, she doesn’t. 
She has gray hair. 
Does Sue’s 
grandmother have 
short hair? 
Yes, she does. 
Does Sue’s 
grandmother have 
curly hair? 
No, she doesn’t. 
She has straight hair. 
Is Sue’s grandmother 
wearing a necklace? 
Yes, she is.No. she 
doesn’t. 

father 
mother 
brother 
sister 
little brother 
little sister 
grand father 
grand mother 
aunt 
uncle 
cousin 
Who’s family is it? 
It’s Sam’s family.  
What’s Sam’s 
father wearing?  
He’s wearing 
glasses. 
Does Sam’s mother 
have green eyes? 
Yes, she does. 
Is Sam’s sister tall? 
No, she isn’t. 
She’s short. 

I have black 
eyes.  
He has curly 
hair. 
I have short 
and straight 
hair. 
She has 
brown eyes. 
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LG5 U2 L3 – Warm Up: Q & A Chain  5 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer questions about clothing.  

Target Lang: Those are shoes. / Those are boots. / It’s a dress. / It’s a T-shirt. / It’s a sweater. / It’s a skirt. / It’s a coat. / Those are pants.I’m 
wearing a black and red dress. / I’m wearing a pink blouse and jeans. / I’m wearing a blue shirt and black pants. / I’m wearing a pink 
and white dress. / I’m wearing a yellow and white blouse. / He’s wearing a blue shirt and black pants. / She’s wearing a white bouse 
and a pink skirt. / He’s wearing a white shirt and brown shorts. / He’s wearing a black T-shirt and jeans. 

Materials: LG5 U2 L3 PPT Slide 2  

Interaction: T-S; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Identify names of clothes 
Show LG5 U2 L3 PPT Slide 2. 
Elicit names of clothes. 

What are these? 
What’s this? 

Those are shoes. 
Those are boots. 
It’s a dress. 
It’s a T-shirt. 
It’s a sweater. 
It’s a skirt. 
It’s a coat. 
Those are pants. 

2. Ask and answer each other’s clothing 
Describe in class what you are wearing. Then ask a S 
what he/she is wearing, then have them ask the same Q 
to the S next to him/her. Instruct them to continue the 
question and answer chain until everybody had the 
chance to speak. 

I’m wearing a white blouse and black pants. 
What are you wearing? (Ask the S from the first row)  

 
S1: I’m wearing a black and red dress. 
What are you wearing? 
S2: I’m wearing a pink blouse and jeans. 
What are you wearing? 
S3: I’m wearing a blue shirt and black pants. 
What are you wearing? 
S4: I’m wearing a pink and white dress. 
What are you wearing? 
S5: I’m wearing a yellow and white blouse. 
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3. Ask WH question about what Ss are wearing – in 2 
groups 
Divide the class into 2 groups. Ask Y/N question about 
what they are wearing. Instruct them to stand up and 
answer in chorus. 

 

Group 1, what is Peter wearing? 
Group 2, what is Ana wearing? 
Group 1, what is David wearing? 
Group 2, what is John wearing? 

G1: He’s wearing a blue shirt and black pants. 
G2: She’s wearing a white blouse and a pink skirt. 
G1: He’s wearing a white shirt and brown shorts. 
G2: He’s wearing a black T-shirt and jeans. 
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LG5 U2 L3 – Activity 1: Name it! (R: Identifying Words with sw and tw)  7 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to identify words with sw and tw. 
Target Lang: swallows/ swimming pool / swan / swing / sweater / twin / twilight / twenty / twirl / twelve / There are twelve swans and twenty 

swallows in the swimming pool. / She twirl near the swing. / The twins like the sweater.  
Materials: LG5 U2 L3 PPT – Slides 3~4 

Interaction: T-Ss; T-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit words with sw and tw 
Write the letters sw and tw on the board. 
Have Ss name words beginning with sw and tw. 

 
What words begin with sw? 
How about words which begin with tw? 

 

2. Identify sw and tw words 
Show LG5 U2 L3 PPT – Slide 3. 
Have Ss name the picture. 
Then, instruct Ss to stand up if the word begins with 
sw, and remain seated if the word begins with tw. 
CLICK one by one to show 10 more pictures. 
CLICK after showing each picture to put them under 
the correct letter combination. 

 

Stand up if the word begins with sw, and remain 
seated if it begins with tw. 
 
What’s this? 
 
Next? 
 

 
 
swan (Ss Stand up) 
twilight (Ss sit down) 
twirl (Ss sit down) 
sweep (Ss Stand up) 
twin (Ss sit down) 
swing (Ss Stand up) 
swallows (Ss Stand up) 
twelve (Ss sit down) 
sweater (Ss Stand up) 
swimming pool (Ss Stand up) 
twenty (Ss sit down) 
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3. Complete the sentences with sw and tw words 
Show LG5 U2 L3 PPT–Slide 4. 
Instruct Ss to make sentences by following the 
picture prompts. Call one S at a time and elicit the 
right answers on the blank. 
Have the whole class say the sentence after eliciting 
words from Ss. 
CLICK twice to proceed to the next sentences. 

What is the word, S1. (point to the first blank.) 
What’s the word, S2? (point to the second picture.) 
S3? (point to the third picture.) 
What’s the word, S4? (point to the fourth blank.) 
 
What’s the sentence? 
 

S1: twelve  
S2: swans  
S3: twenty  
S4: swallows  
S5: swimming pool  
All: There are twelve swans and twenty swallows in the 
swimming pool. 
 
S6: twirl  
S7: swing  
S8: twilight 
All: She twirl near the swing. 
 
S9: twins 
S10: sweater. 
All: The twins like the sweater. 
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LG5 U2 L3 – Activity 2: Guess who? (R&E: Describing Physical Appearances and Physical Features of People)  8 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer WH questions about people’s physical appearance and physical features. 

Target Lang: curly hair / straight hair / long hair / short hair / blond hair / brown hair / gray hair / black hair / red hair / blue eyes / green eyes/ 
brown eyes / black eyes / She’s Linda. / She has straight hair. / She has brown hair. / She has green eyes. / She’s wearing a white hat. 
/ Cathy’s wearing yellow earrings. / Beths wearing glasses. 

Materials: LG5 U2 L3 PPT–Slides 5~7 

Interaction: T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Identify different physical appearances 
Show LG5 U2 L3 PPT–Slide 5. 
Have Ss recall different physical appearances. 
CLICK (twice altogether)to show more pictures.  

Name the pictures. curly hair 
straight hair 
long hair  
short hair 
blond hair 
brown hair 
gray hair  
black hair 
red hair 
blue eyes 
green eyes 
brown eyes 
black eyes 

2. Model describing people’s physical appearance 
and physical feature 
Show LG5 U2 L3 PPT–Slide 6. 
Use the question guides “Who” and “What” to 
ask questions.  
 

(Point to question word “Who” and to the picture.) Who’s she?  
(Point to question word “What” and to the hair of the person in 
the picture.) What does her hair look like? 
(Point to question word “What” and to the hair of the person in 
the picture.) What does her eyes look like?  
(Point to question word “What” and to the hat of the person in 
the picture.) What’s she wearing 

She’s Linda.  
 
She has straight hair.  
She has brown hair. 
She has green eyes. 
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She’s wearing a white hat. 

3. Describe people’s physical appearance and 
physical features – in groups 
CLICK to show pictures. Divide the class into three 
or four groups. 
Have Ss give as many sentences as they can to 
describe the physical appearance and physical 
features of the persons in the pictures. Instruct Ss 
to take turns in speaking. 
Give each group one minute and the group with 
the most number of sentences wins. 
 

What do they look like? Describe the person in one minute. 
The group with the most sentences wins. 
Take turns in making sentences. 
Group 1…  

Cathy has short hair 
Cathy has brown hair.  
Cathy has straight hair. 
Cathy has brown eyes. 
Cathy’s wearing yellow earrings. 
Joy has brown eyes. 
Joy has short hair. 
Joy has blond hair. 
Joy has straight hair. 
Bethhas blue eyes. 
Beth has curly hair. 
Beth has red hair. 
Beth has short hair. 
Beths wearing glasses. 
Liz has long hair.  
Liz has blond hair. 
Liz has green eyes. 
Liz is wearing glasses. 
Jeth has blue eyes. 
Jeth has curly red hair. 
Jeth’s wearing a cap. 
Jeth has short hair. 
Ada’s wearing a yellow hat. 
Ada has green eyes. 
Ada has long curly hair. 
Ada has red hair. 

4. Identify people by their physical appearance 
Ask Ss to take out their notebooks and pen and 
write number 1 to 5. Read the sentences as 
indicated under the Teacher Talk. Have Ss write 

Write 1 to 5 on your notebook. 
Write the name of the person described. 
1. She has long red hair. She has green eyes.  
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the name of the person being described. 2.She has straight brown hair. She has brown eyes.  
3.She has brown eyes. She has blond hair. 
4.She wears glasses. She has curly hair. 
5. She has long blond hair. She has green eyes. 

5. Check Ss’s answers 
Have Ss say the answer and call individual Ss to 
make sentences out of the picture. 
 

What’s the answer for number 1? 
What does Ada look like? 
... 

All: It’s Ada. 
S1: She has long red hair. She’s wearing a yellow 
hat. 
All: It’s Cathy. 
S2: She has short brown hair. She has brown eyes. 
All: It’s Joy. 
S3: She has brown eyes. She has short blond hair. 
All: It’s Beth 
S4: She has curly red hair. She’s wearing glasses. 
All: It’s Liz. 
S5: She has long straight hair. She has blond hair 
and she’s wearing glasses. 
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LG5 U2 L3 – Activity 3: Beep 2, 4, 6 (ML: Identifying Numbers 1-100)  3 min   

Objectives: Ss will be able to count numbers 1 to 100. 

Target Lang: 1, beep, 3, beep, 5, beep,7, 8 9, 10, 11 ... 

Materials:  none 

Interaction:  T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Count 1 to 100  

Have the whole class count from 1 to 100 by 
replacing “beep” for numbers 2, 4 and 6. 

Have the class start counting again when someone 
makes a mistake. 

 

Count 1 to 100 buy say “beep” to numbers with 2, 4 
and 6. 

 

1, beep, 3, beep, 5, beep, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, beep, 13, beep, 15, 
beep ,17, 18, 19, beep, beep, beep, beep, beep, beep, beep, 
beep, beep, beep, 30, 31, beep, 33, beep, 35, beep, 37, 38, 
39, 40, beep, 43, 44, 45, beep, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, beep, 53, 
beep, 55, beep, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, beep, 63, beep, 65, 67, 
68, 69, 70, 71, beep, 73, beep, 75, beep, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 
beep, 83, beep, 85, beep, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, beep, 93, beep, 
95, beep, 97, 98, 99, 100. 
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LG5 U2 L3 – Activity 4: Sue’s Family (R&E: Asking & Answering Y/N Questions about Physical Appearance and Features)  10 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer Y/N (Does) questions about physical appearances and physical features. 

Target Lang: Is Sue’s grandmother wearing glasses? / Yes, she is. / Does Sues’s grandmother has black eyes? / Yes, she does. / Does Sue’s 
grandmother have blond hair? / No, she doesn’t. / She has gray hair. / Does Sue’s grandmother have short hair?  / Yes, she 
does. / Does Sue’s grandmother have curly hair? / No, she doesn’t. / She has straight hair. / Is Sue’s grandmother wearing a 
necklace? / Yes, she is. 

Materials:  LG5 U2 L3 PPT— Slide 7; LG5 U2 L3 Handout 1- Guess the Picture 

Interaction: T-Ss;T-S; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Model Y/N Q&As about appearances and physical 
features 
Show LG5 U2 L3 PPT — Slide 7. 
Ask Y/N (Does) questions about Sue’s grandmother. 
Call several Ss to answer one at a time. 

Is Sue’s grandmother wearing glasses? 
Does Sues’s grandmother have black eyes? 
Does Sue’s grandmother have blond hair? 
Does Sue’s grandmother have short hair? 
Does Sue’s grandmother have curly hair? 
Is Sue’s grandmother wearing a necklace? 

S1: Yes, she is. 
S2: Yes, she does. 
S3: No, she doesn’t. She has gray hair. 
S4: Yes, she does. 
S5: No, she doesn’t. She has straight hair. 
S6: Yes, she is. 

2. Y/N Q&As about physical appearances and physical 
features  
Call Ss one at a time to ask Y/N questions about 
Sue’s uncle, brother, and then aunt. 
Have the whole class answer. 

S7, ask a question. 
Everyone, answer? 

S7: Is Sue’s uncle wearing a hat? 
All: No, he isn’t. He’s wearing a cap. 
S8: Does Sue’s uncle have black hair? 
All: No, he doesn’t. He has brown hair. 
S9: Does Sue’s uncle have green eyes? 
All: No, he doesn’t. He has blue eyes. 
S10: Does Sue’s uncle have straight hair? 
All: Yes, he does. 
S11: Is Sue’s uncle wearing glasses? 
All: No, he isn’t. 
 
S12: Does Sue’s aunt have straight hair? 
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All: Yes, she does. 
S13: Is Sue’s aunt wearing glasses? 
All: No, she isn’t. 
S14: Is Sue’s aunt wearing a cap? 
All: No, she isn’t. She’s wearing a hat. 
S15: Does Sue’s aunt have brown eyes? 
All: Yes, she does. 
S16: Does Sue’s aunt have blond hair? 
All: Yes, she does. 
S17: Is Sue’s aunt wearing a necklace? 
All: Yes, she is. 
 
S18: Does Sue’s uncle have black eyes? 
All: No, he doesn’t. He has brown eyes 
S19: Does Sue’s uncle have curly hair? 
All: Yes, he does. 
S20: Is Sue’s uncle wearing a cap? 
All: No, he isn’t. He’s wearing a hat. 
S21: Is Sue’s uncle wearing a black shirt? 
All: No, he isn’t. He’s wearing a white shirt. 

3. Demonstrate guessing the picture 
Put one set of pictures from LG5 U2 L3 Handout 1- 
Guess the Picture on your table. Choose a S to pick 
the card. Have the Ss guess. 

S1, pick a card but do not show it to us. Let’s guess 
who’s in the picture. 
S1, is it a girl? 
S2, ask a Y/N question about the picture. 

 
 
S1: Yes, it is. 
S2: Does she have long hair? 
S1: No. she doesn’t. 
S3: Does she have gray hair? 
S1: Yes,she does. 
S4: Is it Sam’s grandmother? 
S1: Yes, it is. 

4. Guess the picture – in small groups 
Distribute LG5 U2 L3 Handout —Guess the Picture, 

 S1: (Take a card.) 
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one group one set. Have Ss put the cards on the 
table, facing down. 
Ask a S to get a card from the pile. 
Have the members in the group take turn to guess 
who’s in the picture. The first person to guess 
correctly will be the next to pick a card. If nobody 
gets it after 3 guesses, have a S reveal his picture, 
return the card and pick another one to be guessed. 
Do the same procedure until everyone has 
participated. 

The first one now picks a card. 
Others can ask three questions to guess. 
If someone’s right, reveal the card and let him/her pick a 
new card. 
If they fail, choose another picture. 

 

S2: Is she a girl? 
S1: No, he isn’t. 
S3: Is he wearing a hat? 
S1: Yes, he is. 
S4: Is he Sam’s brother?  
S1: Yes, he is. 
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LG5 U2 L3 – Activity 5:My Family (R&E: Asking and Answering WH & Y/N Questions About Physical Appearance and Physical Features)12 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer about family members' clothing and features. 

Target Lang: father, mother, brother, sister, little brother, little sister / grand father / grand mother / aunt /uncle / cousin /Who’s family is it? / 
It’s Sam’s family. / What’s Sam’s father wearing? / He’s wearing glasses / Does Sam’s mother have green eyes? / Yes, she does. / Is 
Sam’s sister tall? / No, she isn’t. /She’s short.  

Materials: LG5 U2 L3 PPT – Slide 8 

Interaction: T-Ss;T-S; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit names of members of the family 
Call several Ss and elicit names of the members of the family. 

Who are the members of the family? 
 

S1: father 
S2: mother 
S3: brother 
S4: sister 
S5: little brother 
S6: little sister 
S7: grandfather 
S8: grandmother 
S9: aunt 
S10: uncle 
S11: cousin 

2. Elicit WH Q&As about Sam’s family 
Show LG5 U2 L3 PPT – Slide 8. 
Ask WH questions about Sam’s family. 
Cover the picture of Sam, point at the question mark, and 
then to Sam’s family members to elicit a sample “Who” 
question. 
Point at Sam’s father, his eyeglasses, and then the question 
mark to elicit a sample “What” question. 
Point at Sam’s mother’s eyes, and then the question mark to 

(Cover the picture of Sam, point at the 
question mark, and then to Sam’s family) 
S1, what’s the answer? 
(Point at Sam’s father, his eyeglasses, and 
then the question mark) 
S2? 
(Point at the eyes of Sam’s mother’s, and then 
the question mark) 
S3? 

 
Whose family is it? 
S1: It’s Sam’s family. 
What’s Sam’s father wearing? 
S2: He’s wearing glasses. 
Does Sam’s mother have green eyes? 
S3: Yes, she does. 
What’s Sam’s sister wearing? 
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elicit a sample “Does” question. 
Keep eliciting this way. 

S4: She’s wearing a dress. 
Does Sam’s father have green eyes? 
S5: No, he doesn’t. He has black eyes. 
What’s Sam’s brother wearing?  
S6: He’s wearing shoes. 
Is Sam’s sister tall? 
S7: No, she isn’t. She’s short. 
What’s Sam’s father wearing? 
S8: He’s wearing a necktie. 
What’s Sam’s mother wearing?  
S9: She’s wearing a necklace. 

3. Demonstrate Q&As about one’s parents 
CLICK to show a picture of a house.  
Call a S and elicit answers about his/her father and mother. 
Draw a similar house on the board. Draw figures of each of 
the S’s parents inside the house accordingly. 
Guide Ss to do a summary of the S’s answer from the house. 
 
 
 
 
 
Draw another house and invite Ss to ask questions about you, 
one at a time. Instruct the S to draw your answers inside the 
house accordingly. 
Invite Ss to share in class about the features and clothing of 
your mother. 

S1, Is your father tall? 
 Is he fat? 
 Does he have straight hair? 
(Draw a figure of S1’s father.) 
Let’s make a summary about S1’s father. 
(point to height of the father) S1’s father is 
short. 
(Point to body size, then to the hair of the 
father)  
 
 
Now, ask me about my mother. 
Yes, she does. 
Yes, she is. 
 
No, she doesn’t. 
 
Make a summary of what my mother looks 
like. 

S1: No, he isn’t.  
  Yes, he is. 
  Yes, he does. 
 
 
 
 
All:  He is fat.  
 He has straight hair. 
 
 
S2: T, is your mother wearing glasses? 
 (Draw on the board) 
S3: T, is she tall? 
 (Draw on the board) 
S4:Does she have long hair? 
 (Draw on the board)  
All: T’s mother is wearing glasses. She is tall. She has 
 hort hair.  
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5. Practice Q & As about Ss’ parents – in pairs 
Have Ss work in pairs to ask and answer about the features 
and clothing of their partners’ parents, and then draw 
pictures of them. 
 

Draw a house.  
Ask your partner what their parents look like 
and draw them inside the house. 

S1: Does your father have black hair? 
S2: Yes, he does. 
S1: Does your father have brown eyes? 
S2: No, he doesn’t. 
S1: Does he have black eyes? 
S2: Yes, he does. 
S1: Is he fat? 
S2: Yes, he is. 

6. Summarize the information from the house 
Call out several Ss to share about their partners’ family 
members. 

Tell us what do your partner’s mother and 
father look like. 

S1’s father has black hair. He has straight hair. He is 
tall. He has brown eyes. His/her mother has short hair. 
She is tall. She has black eyes. 
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LG5 U2 L3 – Wrap Up: Beat the Clock!  5 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to describe people’s physical appearance 

Target Lang: I have black eyes. / He has curly hair. / I have short and straight hair. / She has brown eyes. 

Materials: None 

Interaction: T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Describe physical appearance – in 2 groups 
Divide class into two groups. 
Have each group make sentences about 
him/herself and the classmate next to him/her 
in 20 seconds. 

Group 1, describe yourself and your classmate next 
to you in 20 seconds. 
Group 2, your turn.  

Group 1 
S1: I have black eyes. He has curly hair. 
S2: I have curly hair. She has long hair. 
S3: I have black hair. He has short hair. 
S4: I have straight hair. She has curly hair. 
S5: I have short and straight hair. She has brown eyes. 
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LG5 U2 L4 
 

Time: 50 min  

Materials: LG5 U2 Courseware; LG5 U2 L4 PPT; Projector 
 

LG5 U2 Unit Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to describe and identify people and family members by their clothing and physical appearance. 

2. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH and Y/N questions about clothing and physical appearance. 

3. Ss will be able to distinguish between, pronounce read words with letters sw and tw. 

 

LG5 U2 Lesson 4 Objectives: 

1. Ss will be able to identify and spell words with sw and tw sounds. 

2. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH and Y/N questions about someone’s physical appearance. 

3. Ss will be able to describe the physical appearances of their family members. 
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LG5 U2 L4 Activity Overview: 

Time 4’ 5’ 8’ 8’ 10’ 10’ 5’ 

Act. # 
Type Warm Up R&E-Activity 1 R&E-Activity 2 R-Activity 3 R&E-Activity 4 R&E-Activity 5 Wrap Up 

Name & 
Description 

of Activity 

Name Pictures Words with sw and 
tw 

*Recognizing and 
Spelling Words with 

sw and tw 

Who’s that girl? 

*Personalizing the Unit Song 

Ask and Answer  

* Asking and 
Answering WH and 

Y/N Questions 
about Physical 
Appearances  

What’s the question?  

* Asking and 
Answering Y/N and 

WH Questions About 
Appearances 

Dialogue  
*Describing Physical 
Features of Family 

Members  

Numbered 
Heads 

 

Target 
Language 

swan 
swing 
swallows 
swimming 
pool 
sweater 
sweep 
twilight 
twenty 
twin 
twirl 
twelve 

s, w “sw” 

t, w “tw” 

sweep 

swing 

twenty 

swallows 

sweater 

swim 

swimming pool 

twelve 

swan 

twins 

twirl 

twilight 

Who’s s that woman in the long red 
skirt? 
Who’s that man in the bright green 
shirt? 
Who’s that girl with the curly hair? 
Who’s that boy with the teddy 
bear? 
That’s my mother in the long red 
skirt.  
That’s my father in the bright green 
shirt. 
That’s my sister with the curly hair. 
That’s my brother with the teddy 
bear. 
long hair 
straight hair 
short hair 
red hair 
blond hair 
green eyes 
brown eyes 
curly hair 
black hair 
gray hair 
blue eyes 
black eyes 

Who has blond 
hair? 

Joy and Liz have 
blond hair. 

Is she wearing a 
hat? No, she isn’t. 

Does she have 
brown hair? 

No, she doesn’t. 

Is she wearing a 
hat? No, she isn’t. 

 

Is she wearing a hat? 

Yes, she’s wearing a 
hat. 

Does she have green 
eyes? 

Yes, she has green 
eyes. 

What’s he wearing? 

He’s wearing brown 
shoes. 

What does his hair 
look like? 

He has brown hair. 
 

Did you meet my 
grandmother?  

What does she look 
like? 

She’s short and she’s 
wearing a blue dress. 

Is that her over 
there? 

No, that’s not her.  

She wears glasses 
and has short gray 
hair. 

Is that her? 

Yes, it is.  

Come on. 

Let’s go say hello. 

What does she 
look like? 

Who’s wearing 
a cap? 

Does he have 
short hair? 

Is she wearing a 
hat? 

Does she have 
green eyes? 

Is he tall? 
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LG5 U2 L4 – Warm Up: Name Pictures  4 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to name pictures and identify words with sw and tw sounds. 

Target Lang: swan, swing, swallows, swimming pool, sweater, sweep, twilight, twenty, twin, twirl, twelve 

Materials: LG5 U2 L4 PPT – Slides 2~3 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Name pictures with sw and tw sounds 
Show LG5 U2 L4 PPT – Slide 2. 
Name words with sw and tw sounds respectively. 
CLICK to show the words one at a time. 

Name the pictures. 
 

swan 
swing 
swallows 
swimming pool 
sweater 
sweep 
twilight 
twenty 
twin 
twirl 
twelve 

2. Identify names of pictures – in 2 groups 
Divide the class into two groups. 
Show LG5 U2 L4 PPT – Slide 3. 
Instruct Ss to stand up and name the pictures that appear 
on their side of the screen: i.e. group 1, left side, and 
group 2, right side. 
CLICK to show the pictures one by one. 

 

Stand up and name the pictures that appear on 
your side of the screen. 
Group 1. (Point at the left side of the screen.) 
Group 2. (Point at the right side of the screen.) 

G1: twilight 
G2: sweater 
G1 & G2: swan 
G1: twenty 
G1: swimming pool 
G1 & G2: twin 
G1 & G2:swing 
G2: twelve 
G1: sweep 
G2: swallows 
G1 & G2: twirl 
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LG5 U2 L4 Activity 1: Words with sw and tw (R: Recognizing Spelling Words with sw and tw)  5 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to differentiate and spell words with sw and tw. 

Target Lang: s, w /sw/,t, w /tw/, sweep – S-W-E-E-P, swing – S-W-I-N-G, twenty – T-W-E-N-T-Y swallows – S-W-A-L-L-O-W-S, sweater – 
S-W-E-A-T-E-R, swim – S-W-I-M, swimming pool – S-W-I-M-M-I-N-G P-O-O-L, twelve – T-W-E-L-V-E, swan – S- W-A-N, twins – 
T-W-I-N-S, , twirl – T-W-I-R-L, twilight – T-W-I-L-I-G-H-T 

Materials: LG5 U2 L4 PPT – Slides 4~5 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1.  Recognize and produce the letter sounds  

Show LG5 U2 L4 PPT — Slide 4. 

CLICK to show letters and have Ss produce thel sound of the 
letters, then the sound of these letters combined. 

CLICK one at a time to show examples.  

Have Ss fill in the blanks with sw to make a word. Ask Ss to 
read the words. 

Do the same procedure with tw. 

(Point at s, and then w.) What’s the 
letter sound? 

(Point at sw.) What’s the sound of these 
letters? 

Read the words using the sw sound. 

 

 

 

s , w = /sw/     

swim      

swan      

swallows      

 

t , w = /tw/ 

twins 

twirl 

twilight 

2. Identify words with sw and tw 

Show LG5 U2 L4 PPT – Slide 5. 

Have Ss fill in the blanks with the correct sound by raising 
their left hand if the answer is sw and their right hand if the 
answer is tw. Have the Ss read and spell the words. 

Continue to click one at a time to make the pictures and 
letters appear. 

 

Raise your left hand if your answer is 
“sw” and raise your right hand if your 
answer is “tw”. Say and spell the word. 

What’s the answer? 

sweep (raises left hand)   S-W-E-E-P 

swing (raises left hand)   S-W-I-N-G 

twenty (raises right hand)   T-W-E-N-T-Y 

swallows (raises left hand)   S-W-A-L-L-O-W-S 

sweater (raises right hand)   S-W-E-AT-E-R 

swim (raises left hand)   S-W-I-M 

swimming pool  (raises left hand) S-W-I-M-M-I-N-G P-O-O-L 

twelve (raises right hand)   T-W-E-L-V-E 
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swan (raises left hand)   S-W-A-N 

twins (raises right hand)   T-W-I-N-S 

twirl  (raises right hand)   T-W-I-R-L 

twilight (raises right hand)   T-W-I-L-I-G-H-T 

3.  Name and spell words with sw and tw 

Call individual Ss to say a word with letters sw and tw and 
have the whole class answer by raising their left hand if the 
answer is sw and their right hand if the answer is tw, then 
have the class say the words and spell it. 

S1, say a word with “sw” or “tw”. 

Class, raise your left if it your answer is 
“sw” and right hand if “tw”. 

Say the word and spell it 

Same as above. 
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LG5 U2 L4 – Activity 2: “Who’s That Girl?” (R&E: Personalizing the Unit Song)  8 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to sing and personalize the song, “Who’s That Girl?” 

Target Lang: Who’s s that woman in the long red skirt? / Who’s that man in the bright green shirt? / Who’s that girl with the curly hair? / Who’s 
that boy with the teddy bear? / That’s my mother in the long red skirt. / That’s my father in the bright green shirt. / That’s my sister 
with the curly hair. / That’s my brother with the teddy bear./ long hair, short hair, blond hair, brown eyes, black hair, blue eyes, 
straight hair, green eyes, curly hair, gray hair, black eyes 

Materials:  LG5 U2 L4 PPT – Slides 6~7 

Interaction:  T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Sing the Unit Song 

Instruct Ss to sing the song “ “Who’s That Girl” 

Let’s sing. Who’s s that woman in the long red skirt? 

Who’s that man in the bright green shirt? 

Who’s that girl with the curly hair? 

Who’s that boy with the teddy bear? 

That’s my mother in the long red skirt.  

That’s my father in the bright green shirt. 

That’s my sister with the curly hair. 

That’s my brother with the teddy bear. 

2. Describe hair color, hair style and eye color 

Show LG5 U2 L4 PPT – Slide 6.  

Elicit the names of pictures presented on the screen. 

 

Describe the pictures.  long hair   straight hair 

short hair   red hair 

blond hair   green eyes 

brown eyes  curly hair 

black hair   gray hair 

blue eyes   black eyes 

    brown hair 
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3. Model modifying the song 
Show LG5 U2 L4 PPT – Slide 7. 
Instruct Ss to modify the lyrics of the song by 
describing their classmates.  

Who’s that boy in the brown pants? (Point at one 
of the Ss wearing brown pants, etc. Write the key 
words, boy – brown pants, on the board.)) 
S1, choose a classmate and complete the question.  
S2? 
S3? 
S4? 
What’s the answer in number 1? (Write the answer 
on the board.)  

 
 
 
S1: Who’s that girl in the red coat? 
S2: Who’s that girl with the straight hair? 
S3: Who’s that girl with the scarf? 
All: That’s Luis in brown pants. 
 That’s Emily in red coat. 
 That’s Elisa with the straight hair. 
 That’s Tina with the scarf. 
 

4. Sing the modified song – whole class 
Instruct Ss to sing the modified song without the 
courseware. 

Let’s sing the song. Who’s s that boy in the brown pants? 
Who’s that girl in the red coat? 
Who’s that girl with the straight hair? 
Who’s that girl with the scarf? 
That’s Luis in the brown pants. 
That’s Emily in the red coat. 
That’s Elisa with the straight hair. 
That’s Tina with the scarf. 

5. Personalize the song – in groups 
Divide the class into 3-4 groups. 
Have each group work together and modify the 
lyrics of the song. 

Work with your group. Change the lyrics to 
describe your classmates.  
You have 2 minutes to practice. 

(Working in groups.) 
 

5. Present the modified song – in groups 
Instruct each group to sing the modified song. 

Group 1, let us hear your song. 
Group 2. 
Group 3. 

Who’s s that girl in the yellow sweater? 
Who’s that boy in the black boots? 
Who’s that girl with the short hair? 
Who’s that girl with the pink scarf? 
That’s Mimi in the yellow sweater. 
That’s Leo in the black boots. 
That’s Candy with the short hair. 
That’s April with the scarf. 
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LG5 U2 L4 – Activity 3: Ask and Answer (R: Asking and Answering WH and Y/N Questions about Physical Appearances)  8 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer WH and Y/N questions about the physical appearance of people. 

Target Lang: Who has blond hair? Jess and Liz have blond hair. / Is she wearing a hat? / No, she isn’t. / Does she have brown hair? / No, she 
doesn’t. / Is she wearing a hat? / No, she isn’t. 

Materials:  LG5 U2 L4 PPT – Slide 8 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Do Q & As based on the pictures 
Show LG5 U2 L4 PPT – Slide 8. 
Ask WH question and elicit answers from Ss. 

S1, who has blond hair? 
Ask a question. 
 

S1: Jess and Liz have blond hair. 
 Who has brown hair? 
S2: Linda and Cathy have brown hair. 
 Who’s wearing glasses? 
S3: Liz and Beth are wearing glasses. 
 Who’s wearing a cap? 
S4: Jeth is wearing a cap. 
 Who has curly hair? 
S5: Ada, Beth and Jeth have curly hair. 

2. Model Q & As using Y/N questions  
Choose one picture and ask Ss to guess who it 
is. Instruct Ss to elicit Y/N questions to guess the 
picture.  

 

I have a picture on my mind. Guess who she is. You 
can ask no more than 5 questions. 
No, she isn’t. 
No, she isn’t. 
Yes, she does. 
Yes, she does. 
Yes, she is. 
 
S6, choose one picture. Start by saying Guess who 
she/he is. 
Ask Y/N questions.   

 
S1: Is she wearing a hat?  
S2: Is she wearing glasses? 
S3: Does she have brown hair? 
S4: Does she have short hair? 
S5: Is she Cathy? 
 
S6: Guess who she is.  
S7: Does she have curly hair?   X1: Yes, she does. 
Xx: Does she have green eyes?   X1: No, she doesn’t. 
Xx: Is she wearing a hat?    X1: No, she isn’t. 
Xx: Is she wearing a green shirt?  X1: Yes, she is. 
Xx: Is she Beth?      X1: Yes, she is. 
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3. Practice Q & As – in small groups 
Divide the class into small groups of 3-4 
members.  
S1 will choose a picture and have the members 
guess by asking Y/N questions. 
 
Switch roles until everyone has participated. 
 

S1, choose a picture. 
Ask S1 Y/N questions and guess the picture. 
Switch roles. 
 

S1: Guess who she is. 
S2: Is she wearing a blue shirt? 
S1: Yes, she is. 
S3: Does she have short hair? 
S1: No, she doesn’t. 
S4: Does she have green eyes? 
S1: Yes, she does. 
S2: Is she wearing a hat? 
S1: Yes, she is. 
S3: Is she Ada? 
S1: Yes, she is. 

4. Practice Q & As – in pairs 
Have Ss work in pairs. 
Instruct each pair to ask and answer Y/N 
questions about a picture they will choose and 
let their partner guess who it is. 
Instruct them to take turns in asking questions 
and guessing. 
 

Work with your partner. 
Ask and answer Y/N questions to guess the 
picture. 
Take turns. 

 
Same as above. 
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LG5 U2 L4 Activity 4: What’s the Question? (R: Asking and Answering Y/N and WH Questions about Physical Appearances)  10 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask questions about physical appearance based on the answers. 

Target Lang: Is she wearing a hat? / Yes, she’s wearing a hat. / Does she have green eyes? / Yes, she has green eyes. / What’s he wearing? / He’s 
wearing brown shoes. / What does his hair look like? / He has brown hair. 

Materials: LG5 U2 L5 PPT – Slides 9~10 

Interaction: T-Ss; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Read sentences – whole class 
Show LG5 U2 L4 PPT — Slide 9. 
CLICK to show the sentences one at a time. Have Ss read the 
statements in chorus. 

Let’s read together. 
 

Yes, she’s wearing a hat. 
Yes, she has green eyes.  
No, she doesn’t have black hair. She has brown hair. 

2. Ask Y/N questions about physical appearance 
Elicit questions for each statement. 
Write the question word “Is/ Does” on the board. Call 
individual Ss to read the sentences. Have the class form the 
questions. 
CLICK to show the answers one at a time.  
 

S1 read the first sentence. 
Everyone, what’s the question? 
 

S1: Yes, She’s wearing a hat. 
C: Is she wearing a hat? 
S2: Yes, she has green eyes. 
C: Does she have green eyes? 
S3: No, she doesn’t have black hair. 
 She has brown hair. 
C: Does she have black hair? 

3. Describe physical appearance and ask WH questions 
Show LG5 U2 L4 PPT — Slide 10. 
Call individual Ss to give a sentence describing the physical 
appearance of the person in the picture. Write the students’ 
answers on the board. 
Call individual Ss to elicit questions for each statement.  

Describe the first picture. (Write the answer 
on the board.) 
second picture 
third picture 
fourth picture. 
 
What’s the question for sentence number1? 

S1: He’s wearing brown shoes. 
 
S2: He has brown hair. 
S3: She’s wearing glasses. 
S4: He has black hair. 
 
S6: What’s he wearing? 
S7: What does his hair look like? 
S8: What does she look like? 
S9: What does he look like? 
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LG5 U2 L4 Activity 5: Dialogue (R&E: Describing Physical Features of Family Members)  10 min 
Objectives: Ss will be able to read the conversation and make their own dialogue describing a family member’s physical features. 

Target Lang: Did you meet my grandmother? / What does she look like? / She’s short and she’s wearing a blue dress. / Is that her over there? 
/ No, that’s not her. / She wears glasses and has short gray hair. / Is that her? / Yes, it is. / Come on. / Let’s go say hello. 

Materials: LG5 U2 Courseware; LG5 U2 L5 PPT – Slide 11 

Interaction: T-Ss; S-S; S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Repeat conversation after the Courseware 
Play LG5 U2 Courseware – Conversation Practice. 
Have Ss repeat after the conversation in chorus.  

Repeat after the Courseware.  Did you meet my grandmother?  
What does she look like? 
She’s short and she’s wearing a blue dress. 
Is that her over there? 
No, that’s not her.  
She wears glasses and has short gray hair. 
Is that her? 
Yes, it is.  
Come on. 
Let’s go say hello. 

2. Check Ss’ comprehension 
Ask questions to check Ss’ understanding. 

Who’s wearing a blue dress? 
Does Sam’s grandmother have brown hair? 
Is she wearing glasses? 

Sam’s grandmother is wearing a blue dress. 
No, she doesn’t. 
Yes, she does. 

Tricks for controlling the courseware:  

• Click the green arrow in the lower left corner   
of the screen to go back to the Conversation 
once the program jumps to the Listening Part. 

• Use the Pause button whenever needed. 
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3. Recall members of the family 

Elicit members of the family and write the answers on 
the board. 

 

Name the members of a family. father    uncle 

mother    aunt 

brother    niece 

sister    nephew 

baby brother   grandmother 

baby sister   grandfather 

4. Make a new conversation using sentence prompts 
Show LG5 U2 L4 PPT – Slide 11. 
Instruct Ss to complete the conversation using the 
sentence prompts. Ask them to choose one family 
member. (e.g. brother, mother, sister, father). 
Write Ss’ answers on the board. 
 

Choose a family member to complete the 
conversation.  
S1, make a sentence for number 1. 
(Write Ss’ answers on the board) 

S1: Did you see my father?  
S2: What does he look like? 
S3: He’s fat and has black hair. 
S4: Is that your father? 
S5: No, that’s not my father. 
 He’s wearing rubber shoes and a cap. 
S6: Is that him? 
S7: Yes, it is. Come on 
 Let’s go say hello. 

5. Read the modified conversation – in 2 groups 
Divide the class into two groups. Instruct Ss to read the 
conversation. . 

Read the conversation. 
Group 1, You are Sam. 
Group 2, You are Eddie. 

Same as above. 

6. Make a new conversation using sentence prompts – 
in pairs 
Pair up the Ss and have them make their own 
conversation using the sentence prompts. Let them 
choose one family member. 
Have the Ss practice their dialogue. 

 

With your partner, choose one family member and 
make your own conversation. 
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7. Present the conversation 
Call a few pairs to role play in front of the class. 

S1 and S2, let us hear your conversation. S1: Did you meet my sister?  
S2: What does she look like? 
S1: She is tall and has long hair. 
S2: Is that her? 
S1: No, that’s not her. 
 She’s wearing a white shirt and black jeans. 
S2: Is that her?  
S1: Yes, it is. Come on 
 Let’s go say hello. 
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LG5 U2 L4 Wrap Up: Numbered Heads  5 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to summarize the lesson learned by recalling and spelling words with sw and tw sounds and making questions 
about someone’s physical appearance. 

Target Lang: What does she look like? / Who’s wearing a cap? / Does he have short hair? / Is she wearing a hat? / Does she have green eyes? / 
Is he tall? 

Materials: LG5 U2 L4 PPT – Slide 12 

Interaction: T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Recall lesson learned – in small groups 

Divide the class into small groups 

Show LG5 U2 L4 PPT – Slide 12. 

Read the each task and assign a number for each 
group. Each member must give their answers. 
Give the Ss a minute to prepare. 

1. Give 2 questions that you can ask about the lesson. 

2. Give 2 words with sw initial sounds. 

3. Give 2 words with tw initial sounds. 

4. Spell 2 words that you have learned from this lesson. 

5. Give 2 sentences you have learned. 

 

 

2. Summarize lesson learned 

Call each group to share their answers to class. 
Start with the first S. 

Let’s listen to Group 1.  

S1, what’s your answer? 

S1:  What does she look like? 

  Who’s wearing a cap? 

S2.  Does he have short hair? 

  Is she wearing a hat? 

S3:  Does she have green eyes? 

  Is he tall? 
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LG5 U2 L5 
 

Time:  50 min 

Materials: LG5 U2 L5 PPT; Projector; Box of ten items; LG5 U2 L5 Handout 1 

 

LG5 U2 Unit Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to describe and identify people and family members by their clothing and physical appearance. 

2. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH and Y/N questions about clothing and physical appearance. 

3. Ss will be able to distinguish between, pronounce read words with letters sw and tw. 

 

LG5 U2 Lesson 5 Objectives: 

1. Ss will be able to identify and pronounce new words with “sw” and “tw” initial sounds.  

2. Ss will be able to make sentences using sw and tw words.  

3. Ss will be able to describe someone’s physical appearances. 
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LG5 U2 L5 Activity Overview: 
Time 6’ 7’ 8’ 9’ 5’ 12’ 3’ 

Act. # 
Type Warm Up R-Activity 1 R&E-Activity 2 R-Activity 3 ML-Activity 4 R&E-Activity 5 Wrap Up 

Name & 
Description 

of Activity 

Unscramble the Letters 
 

Tongue Twister  
*Identifying and 
Recalling Words 
with sw and tw 

Sounds 

Fill in New Words 
* Making 

Sentences with sw 
and tw Words 

What’s the order? 
*Reading and 

Arranging 
Sentences in Order  

Memory Box 
*Identifying and 

Recalling Classroom 
Objects 

BINGO Scavenger 
Hunt 

*Asking and  
Answering 

WH Questions about 
Physical Appearance 

Sit Down 

Target 
Language 

sweater, S-W-E-A-T-E-R 
twenty, T-W-E-N-T-Y 
swim, S-W-I-M 
twirl, T-W-I-R-L 
twins, T-W-I-N-S 
swallows, S-W-A-L-L-O-W-S 
swing, S-W-I-N-G 
twisted, T-W-I-S-T-E-D 
twelve, T-W-E-L-V-E 
swimming pool 
S-W-I-M-M-I-N-G P-O-O-L 
sweep, S-W-E-E-P 
There are twenty candies in the 
box. 
We can swim fast. 
The dancers twirl together. 
She is crying on the swing. 
The swallows are flying near the 
trees. 
Mike and Mack are twins. 
I twisted my hair yesterday. 
Carlos will sweep the floor. 
There are many people in the 
swimming pool. 
There are twelve boys in our class 

The swallows 
swooped down 
near the swan 
on the swing. 

The twins 
twisted in the 
twinkling 
twilight. 

There are twelve 
swan in the 
swimming pool. 

Do you want to 
swim or sit on the 
swing? 

The twins twisted 
their hair. 

I will sweep the 
floor with my 
sweater. 

I have twelve 
candies for my 
twin sister. 

Don’t swallow 
water when you 
swim. 

Sam is at a costume 
party. 

Sam is dressed like 
an alligator. 

His friend, Eddy, is 
dressed like a 
pirate.  

His little brother is 
dressed like a 
cowboy. 

They are having 
lots of fun. 

Sam’s mother is 
there too. 

She wears glasses, 
and she’s wearing a 
long red skirt. 

It’s a blue ball. 

It’s a long rule. 
wearing a red skirt 

 

has a hair pin 

Who’s wearing a red 
shirt? 

Anne is wearing a 
red shirt. 

Who has a long 
hair? 

Rose has long hair. 

Sam is dressed 
like an alligator. 

S-W-I-M-M-I-N-G 
P-O-O-L 

swimming pool 

I’m wearing a 
sweater. 

Sam’s mother is 
there too. 

sweater 

She wears 
glasses. 

T-W-I-L-I-G-H-T 

twilight 
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LG5 U2 L5 – Warm Up: Unscramble the Letters  6 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to arrange the letters to form words with sw and tw sounds and use them in sentences. 

Target Lang: sweater, S-W-E-A-T-E-R / twenty, T-W-E-N-T-Y / swim, S-W-I-M / twirl, T-W-I-R-L / twins, T-W-I-N -S/ swallows, S-W-A-L-L-O-W-S/ 
swing,S-W-I-N-G / twisted, T-W-I-S-T-E-D / twelve, T-W-E-L-V-E / swimming pool, S-W-I-M-M-I-N-G P-O-O-L / sweep, S-W-E-E-P / There 
are twenty candies in the box. / We can swim fast. / The dancers twirl together. / She is crying on the swing. / The swallows are flying 
near the trees. Mike and Mack are twins. / I twisted my hair yesterday. / Carlos will sweep the floor. / There are many people in the 
swimming pool. / There are twelve boys in our class. / 

Materials: LG5 U2 L5 PPT — Slide 2 

Interaction: T-Ss; S-S; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk  Student Output 

1. Demonstrate unscrambling the letters 

Show LG5 U2 L5 PPT — Slide 2. 

Instruct Ss to arrange the letters to form a word. 

CLICK once to reveal the answer. 

Have them spell and read the word again. 

 

What’s the word? 

 

Let’s spell. 

 

sweater 

 

S-W-E-A-T-E-R 
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2. Unscramble the letters 

Pair up Ss and instruct them to get their notebooks and 
pens. 
CLICK once to show the scrambled letters. Elicit the right 
words from the class. 
Instruct them to work with their partner after they hear 
the signal GO and write the correct word. Instruct the Ss 
to stop writing after they hear the signal STOP and raise 
their notebooks with their answers. 
Call a S to spell the correct word on the board. 
CLICK to reveal the correct answer. Have the whole class 
read the spelling and the word again. 
CLICK one at a time to proceed with the other unscrambled 
words. 

Work with your partner. 

Take out your notebooks and pens. 

What’s the word? 

Spell it.  

Go. 

Stop writing, raise your notebooks. 

S1, spell the word on the board. 

Class, spell and read. 

 

 

twenty  

S1: T-W-E-N-T-Y 

swim   S-W-I-M 

twirl    T-W-I-R-L 

twins   T-W-I-N-S 

swallows   S-W-A-L-L-O-W-S 

swing   S-W-I-N-G 

twisted   T-W-I-S-T-E-D 

twelve   T-W-E-L-V-E 

swimming pool  S-W-I-M-M-I-N-G  P-O-O-L 

sweep   S-W-E-P-T 

3. Use words in sentences—in pairs 

Pair up Ss.and ask them to choose one sw and one tw word.  

Instruct Ss to make sentences using each word. 

Call each pair to say their sentences in class. 

Choose one sw and one tw word  

Make sentences using each word. 

S1 and S2, say your sentences. 

 

S1 & S2 : There are twenty candies in the box. 

  We can swim fast. 

S3 & S4 : The dancers twirl together. 

   She is crying on the swing.. 

S5 & S6 : The swallows are flying near the trees. 

  Mike and Mack are twins  

S7 & S8 : I twisted my hair yesterday. 

  Carlos will sweep the wet floor.  

S9 & S10 : There are many people in the swimming pool. 

  There are twelve boys in our class.  
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LG5 U2 L5 Activity 1: Tongue Twister (R: Identifying and Recalling Words with sw and tw Sounds)  7 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to read and orally complete the sentences using words with sw and tw sounds. 

Target Lang: The swallows swooped down near the swan on the swing. / The twins twisted in the twinkling twilight. 

Materials: LG5 U2 L5 PPT – Slide 3 

Interaction: T-Ss; T-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Read the words and phrases – in 2 groups 
Show LG5 U2 L5 PPT – Slide 3. 
Have Ss read the sentences. 
Group Ss into 2 and have each group read the sentences 
once. 

Read the sentences. 
Group1. Read.  
Group2. Read. 

The swallows swooped down near the swan on the 
swing. 
The twins twisted in the twinkling twilight. 

 

2. Identify sw and tw words in sentences 
Have the Ss identify the words with sw and tw sounds 
used in the sentences.  
Call several Ss to answer. 
CLICK to underline the words one at a time. 

What are the words with sw sound? 
What are the words with tw sound? 
 

X1: swallows 
X2: swooped 
X3: swan 
X4: swing 
X5: twins 
X6: twisted 
X7: twinkling 
X8: twilight 
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3. Recall sw and tw words in sentences 
CLICK to make the words with sw and tw sounds 
disappear. 
Ask several Ss to say the missing words. 
Have the class orally complete sentences. 
CLICK to make the words appear one at a time. 

Do you remember the first word? 
Next?... 
 
Say the first sentence. 
 
What’s the first word? 
Next?... 
Say the second sentence. 
 

 
S1: swallows. 
swooped, swan, swing,  
All: The swallows swooped down near the swan on the 

swing. 
 
twins 
twisted, twinkling, twilight 
All: The twins twisted in the twinkling twilight. 
 

4. Practice saying the sentences 
Have Ss read the sentences altogether once. 
Ask the Ss to read again a little faster. 
Give the Ss few minutes to practice saying the tongue 
twister on their own. 

 
Let’s read altogether. 
Practice them on your own. 
 

 
Same as above. 

5. Recite the tongue twister 
Call individual Ss to recite the sentences like a tongue 
twister. 
 

Who can say the first sentence very fast? 
Who can say the second sentence very fast? 
 

Same as above. 
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LG5 U2 L5 – Activity 2: Fill in New Words (R&E: Making Sentences with sw and tw Words)  8 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to read sentences and identify sw and tw words; and make new sentences. 

Target Lang: There are twelve swan in the swimming pool. / Do you want to swim or sit on the swing?/ The twins twisted their hair. / I will sweep the 
floor with my sweater. / I have twelve candies for my twin sister. / Don’t swallow water when you swim. 

Materials:  LG5 U2 L5 PPT — Slide 4 

Interaction:  T-Ss; Ss-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Model reading sentences and identifying sw and tw 
words 
Show LG5 U2 L5 PPT – Slide 4. 
Draw 2 columns on the board. Have Ss read sentences 
and identify words with letters sw and tw. 
Write their answers on the column. 

Read the sentences. 
Which words have letters sw? 
(Write the words in the first column.) 
How about tw? 
(Write the words in the second column.) 

There are twelve swan in the swimming pool. 
swan 
swimming pool 
 
twelve 

2.  Read sentences and identify sw and tw words 
CLICK 5x to show the next sentence one at a time. 
Have ss read the sentence. 
Call individual Ss to write sw and tw words in the 
column. 
Have the class read the words. 

Everyone, read. 
Which word has letters sw? tw? 
S1, write your answer on the board. 
 
Read the words. 

All: Do you want to swim or sit on the swing? 
S1: swim (Writes “swim” in the column.) 
S2: swing (Writes “swing” in the column.) 
All: swim, swing 
 
All: The twins twisted their hair. 
S3: twins (Write “twins” in the column.) 
S4: twisted (Write “twisted” in the column.) 
All: twins, twisted 
 
All: I will sweep the floor with my sweater. 
S5: sweep (Write “sweep” in the column.) 
S6: sweater (Write “sweater” in the column.) 
All: sweep, sweater 
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All: I have twelve candies for my twin sister. 
S7: twelve (Write “twelve” in the column.) 
S8: twin (Write “twin” in the column.) 
All: twelve, twin 
 
All: Don’t swallow water when you swim. 
S9: swallow (Write “swallow” in the column.) 
S10: swim (Write “swim” in the column.) 
All: swallow, swim 

3. Make new sentences  

CLICK to make sw and tw disappear. Call several Ss to 
make sentences by filling in new words on the line. 

 

Fill in new words to make a sentence. S1: There are two dogs in the kitchen. 

S2: Do you want to jump rope or sit on the chair? 

S3: The girls cut their hair. 

S4: I will clean the floor with my shirt. 

S5: I have two candies for my baby sister. 

S6: Don’t drink water when you run. 
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LG5 U2 L5 – Activity 3: What’s the order? (R: Reading and Arranging Sentences in Order)  9 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to read the text, “At A Costume Party” and arrange the sentences in order. 

Target Lang: Sam is at a costume party. / Sam is dressed like an alligator. / His friend, Eddy, is dressed like a pirate. / His little brother is dressed 
like a cowboy. / They are having lots of fun. / Sam’s mother is there too. / She wears glasses, and she’s wearing a long red skirt. 

Materials: LG5 U2 L5 PPT – Slides 5~6 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Read the text, “At A Costume Party” 
Show LG5 U2 L5 PPT – Slide 5 . 
Instruct Ss to read the sentences. 

Read the sentences. 
(Point at each sentence.) 

Sam is at a costume party. 
Sam is dressed like an alligator. 
His friend, Eddy, is dressed like a pirate.  
His little brother is dressed like a cowboy. 
They are having lots of fun. 
Sam’s mother is there too.  
She wears glasses, and she’s wearing a long red skirt. 
 

2. Read the text, “At A Costume Party” – in 2 groups 
Divide the class into two groups. 
Have the two groups alternately read the sentences. 
 
Switch roles. 

Group 1, let’s read. 
(Point at the first sentence.) 
Group 2, your turn. 
(Point at the second sentence.) 
 
Switch roles. 

Same as above. 
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3. Read the sentences 
CLICK to show disordered sentences. 
Instruct Ss to read the sentences. 

Read the sentences.  
 

A. His friend, Eddy, is dressed like a pirate. 
B. Sam’s mother is there too. 
C. Sam is at a costume party. 
D. She wears glasses, and she’s wearing a long red skirt. 
E. His little brother is dressed like a cowboy. 
F. Sam is dressed like an alligator. 
G. They are having lots of fun. 
 

4. Arrange the sentences in order – individuals 
Instruct the Ss to arrange the sentences in order by 
writing letters A - G. 
 

Put the letters in order. 
 

 

5. Check the answers – in pairs 
Show LG5 U2 L5 PPT – Slide 6. 
Pair up the Ss. Instruct them to check their partner’s 
answers. 
Call several Ss to answer. Have them say the letter of 
correct answer and read the sentence.  
CLICK to show the answers one at a time. 
 

Check your partner’s answers. 
 
Which is the first sentence? 
 

1. C. Sam is at a costume party. 
2. F. Sam is dressed like an alligator. 
3. A. His friend Eddie, is dressed like a pirate. 
4. E. His little brother is dressed like a cowboy. 
5. G. They are having lots of fun. 
6. B. Sam’s mother is there too. 
7. D. She wears glasses, and she’s wearing a long    
  red skirt. 
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LG5 U2 L5 Activity 4: Memory Box (ML: Identifying and Recalling Classroom Objects)  5 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to name, identify and recall school objects. 

Target Lang: It’s a blue ball. / It’s a long ruler. 

Materials: Box of ten items. 

Interaction: T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Recognize and identify objects  
Before the lesson, collect at least 10 different items and put 
them in a box with the words Memory Box. 
One by one, take out the items from the box. Have Ss describe 
them. 
 

What is it? 
 

It’s a blue ball. 
It’s a red pen. 
It’s a black marker. 
It’s a long ruler. 
It’s a white paper. 
It’s a short pencil. 
It’s a small book. 
It’s a big pencil case. 

2. Recall and write names of objects 
Put the items back in. Ask the Ss to write down on a piece of 
paper the items that they can remember. Set a time limit. 

On your paper, write all the things you can 
remember.  

Same as above. 

3. Mark each other’s work 
Ask the Ss to exchange papers with a classmate. One by one, 
take out the items from the box and let Ss check which S 
remembered the most items and give points. 
Ask the top three Ss to read their work to the class. 

Exchange papers with your classmate and check 
their answers.  

 

S1, read your work. 

S1: a long ruler 
 a red pen 
 a small book 
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LG5 U2 L5 Activity 5: BINGO Scavenger Hunt (R&E: Asking and answering WH Questions about Physical Appearance)  12 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer WH questions about physical appearance. 

Target Lang: wearing a red skirt / has a hair pin / Who’s wearing a red shirt?. / Anne is wearing a red shirt. / Who has long hair? / Rose has long hair. 

Materials:  LG5 U2 L5 Handout 1 –Bingo Scavenger Hunt  

Interaction: T-Ss, S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Read phrases about physical appearance  
Distribute LG5 U2 L5 Handout –Bingo Scavenger Hunt. 
Instruct Ss to read phrases inside the first two boxes. 
Have them give examples. 

Read the phrases inside the first two boxes 
 
Give similar examples. 

wearing a red shirt 
has long hair 
 
S1: wearing earrings 
S2: has blond hair 
S3: wearing boots 
S4: wearing a brown sweater 

2. Write adjectives and nouns 
Insruct Ss to complete the descriptions in each box based 
on their classmates’ physical appearance and clothing 
preference. 
Collect the papers and randomly distribute to the Ss. 
Make sure they will not get their own papers. 

 

Write more words on the line about your 
classmates.  

Same as above. 

3. Find friends by matching physical characteristics 

Give Ss 3 minutes to go around the room to find a 
classmate who matches the descriptions in each box and 
ask them to sign their names in the boxes provided. 

Go around and look for friends to match each 
box.. Have them write their names. 
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4. Make sentences using gathered information 
Ask WH question using the words from the first and 
second boxes. 
Call Ss one by one to make a sentence using the 
information from one of the boxes from their handouts.. 

 

S1, who’s wearing a red shirt? 
S2, who has long hair 
S3, choose one from your boxes and make a 
sentence. 

S1: Anne is wearing a red shirt. 
S2: Kate has long hair. 
S3: Rose has short hair. 
S4: Elisa is wearing white socks. 
S5: John is wearing brown pants. 
S6: Tom is wearing a black watch. 
S7: Sofia has blond hair. 
S8: Missy is wearing earrings. 
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LG5 U2 L5 – Wrap Up: Sit down  3 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to identify whether the words are spelled correctly and the sentences are properly written.  

Target Lang: Sam is dressed like an alligator./ S-W-I-M-M-I-N-G P-O-O-L / swimming pool / I’m wearing a sweater. / Sam’s mother is there too. / 
sweater / She wears glasses. / T-W-I-L-I-G-H-T / twilight 

Materials:  LG5 U2 L5 PPT – Slide 7 

Interaction: T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Read words or sentences 
Show LG5 U2 L5 PPT – Slide 7. 
Ask Ss to stand up and read the words or sentences.  
Instruct them to remain standing and shout out “correct” if 
the words or the sentences are right. 
 
Otherwise, sit down if the words and sentences are not 
written or spelled properly. 
 
Have Ss say the correct sentences or spell and say the word. 
 
CLICK to show words, or sentences one at a time. 

Everybody stand up. 
 
Read the words or sentences. 
Keep standing if they are correct and shout out 
“correct”. 
Sit down if they’re wrong and say the correct 
answer. 

C: Sam is dressed like a alligator. (Sitting down) 
C: Sam is dressed like an alligator. 
 
C: swimming pool (Sitting down) 
C: S-W-I-M-M-I-N-G P-O-O-L – swimming pool 
 
C: I‘m wearing a sweater. (Standing) 
 correct 
C: Sam’s mother are there too. (Sitting down) 
C: Sam’s mother is there too. 
 
 
C: sweater (Standing) 
 Correct 
C: She wears glasses. (Standing) 
 correct 
 
C: twilight (Sitting down) 
C: T-W-I-L-I-G-H-T – twilight 
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LG5 U2 L5 Handout –Bingo Scavenger Hunt 
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LG5 U2 L6 
 

Time: 50 min  

Materials: LG5 U2 L6 PPT; Projector 

 

LG5 U2 Unit Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to describe and identify people and family members by their clothing and physical appearance. 

2. Ss will be able to ask and answer WH and Y/N questions about clothing and physical appearance. 

3. Ss will be able to distinguish between, pronounce read words with letters sw and tw. 

 

LG5 U2 Lesson 6 Objectives:  

1. Ss will be able to read and spell words with letters sw and tw. 

2. Ss will be able to describe physical appearances of family members. 

3. Ss will be able to construct phrases with the correct order of adjectives. 
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LG5 U2 L6 Activity Overview: 

Time 3’ 6’ 8’ 12’ 8’ 10’ 3’ 

Act. # Type Warm-Up R-Activity 1 R-Activity 2 R&E-Activity 3 R-Activity 4 R-Activity 5 Wrap-Up 

Name & 
Description 

of Activity 

Recall, Write and 
Read 

Word Search 
* Making 

Sentences with 
sw and tw Words 

SPELLING 

* Identifying the 
Correct Spelling of 

Words 

Song: “Who’s That 
Girl” 

*Identifying and 
Arranging Adjectives 

Complete the Question 

*Reading Sentences and 
Completing the Questions 

Lost and Found 

*Describing Physical 
Appearance 

Steps, Steps 

Target 
Language 

swimming pool 

sweater 

swing 

swan 

sweep 

swim 

swallow 

twisted 

twisted 

twilight 

twins 

twenty 

twirl 

twelve 

twinkle 

twirl 
T-W-I-R-L 
The dog likes to 
twirl in the snow. 
sweater 
S-W-E-A-T-E-R 
twisted 
T-W-I-S-T-E-D 
twenty 
T-W-E-N-T-Y 
swan 
S-W-A-N 
swallows 
S-W-A-L-L-O-W-S 
sweep 
S-W-E-E-P 
twins 
T-W-I-N-S 
swimming pool 
S-W-I-M-M-I-N-G 
P-O-O-L 
swing 
S-W-I-N-G 
twelve 
T-W-E-L-V-E 

gray hair  
G-R-A-Y- H-A-I-R 
black hair  
B-L-A-C-K-H -A-I-R 
red hair  
R-E-D- H-A-I-R 
short hair 
S-H-O-R-T- H-A-I-R 
brown hair  
B-R-O-W-N- E-Y-E-S 
blond hair  
B-L-O-N-D H-A-I-R 
long hair  
L-O-N-G- H-A-I-R 
straight hair 
S-T-R-A-I-G-H- 
H-A-I-R 
curly hair  
C-U-R-L-Y- H-A-I-R 
black eyes 
B-L-A-C-K E-Y-E-S 
blue eyes 
B-L-U-E E-Y-E-S 
green eyes 
G-R-E-E-N E-Y-E-S 
 

Who’s s that woman 
in the long red skirt? 
That’s my mother in 
the long red skirt. 
Who’s that girl with 
the curly hair? 
That’s my sister with 
the curly hair. 
mother 
father 
sister 
brother 
What does your 
mother look like? 
My mother is tall. 
She has short hair. 
Do you have any 
brothers? 
No, I don’t. 
Yes, I do. 
Does your sister have 
curly hair? 
No, she doesn’t. 
What does his hair 
look like? 
His shirt is bright. 

Who is dressed like an 
alligator? 
Sam is dressed like an 
alligator. 
What kind of party is it? 
It's a costume party. 
Who is dressed like a 
cowboy? 
Sam’s little brother is 
dressed like a cowboy. 
Who wears glasses? 
Sam’s mother wears 
glasses. 
What is Eddy dressed like? 
Eddy is dressed like a 
pirate. 
What kind of party is it? 
It’s a costume party. 
Who is wearing a long red 
skirt? 
Sam’s mother is wearing a 
long red skirt. 
 

She has curly hair. 

He has curly gray hair. 

She’s wearing a pink 
dress. 

Is this yours? 

No, it isn’t. 

Yes, it is. 

Do you have curly 
black hair? Yes, I 
do.  

No, I don’t. 

Are you wearing 
a tie? 

Yes, I am. 

No, I’m not. 
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LG5 U2 L6 – Warm Up: Recall, Write and Read  3 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to orally recall and read words with sw and tw. 

Target Lang: swimming pool, sweater, swing, swan, sweep, swim, swallow, twisted, twilight, twins, twenty, twirl, twelve, twinkle 

Materials: None 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Elicit words with sw and tw sounds 
Write sw and tw on the board. Have Ss recall words with these 
letters and call several Ss one by one to write them under each 
letter combination. 
If the word is not correctly spelled, ask the whole class to correct 
it by saying the right letters. 

Name words with sw. 
Write your answer on the board. 
S1. 
S2.. 
 
What about words with tw? 
X1. 
X2.. 

swimming pool    twisted 
sweater      twilight 
swing     twins 
swan     twenty 
sweep     twirl 
swim     twelve 
swallow     twinkle 
 

2. Read words with sw and tw  
Point at the words under each letter combination and have the 
class read them. 
 
Then, point at the words randomly. 

Read words with sw. 
Read words with tw. 
 
Read the words. 

Same as above. 

3. Read the words – in 2 groups 
Divide the class into 2 groups. Ask group 1 to stand up. Point at 
the words under each letter combination and have them read.. 
Then, point to the words randomly. Do the same procedure with 
group 2. 

Same as above. Same as above. 

4. Read the words – individuals  
Call several Ss to read the words.  

Same as above. Same as above. 
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LG5 U2 L6 – Activity 1: Word Search (R: Making Sentences with sw and tw Words)  6 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to search, spell and make sentences with sw and tw words.  

Target Lang: twirl, T-W-I-R-L / The dog likes to twirl in the snow. / sweater, S-W-E-A-T-E-R, twisted , T-W-I-S-T-E-D, twenty, T-W-E-N-T-Y, swan, 
S-W-A-N, swallows , S-W-A-L-L-O-W-S , sweep, S-W-E-E-P, twins, T-W-I-N-S, swimming pool, S-W-I-M-M-I-N-G P-O-O-L , swing, S-W-I-N-G, 
twelve, T-W-E-L-V-E, 

Materials: LG5 U2 L6 PPT – Slide 2 

Interaction: T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Demonstrate searching words 
Show LG5 U2 L6 PPT – Slide 2. 
CLICK to show the first group of letters. 
CLICK again to show the answer. 
Have Ss orally read and spell the words. 
Call several Ss to use the word in a sentence. 

Find the word with sw or tw. 
What’s the word? 
Spell it out. 
Use the word in a sentence. 

 
twirl 
T-W-I-R-L 
The dog likes to twirl in the snow. 

2. Search words with sw and tw  
Divide the class into groups. 
CLICK to show a group of letters. 
Ask the first Ss from the groups to race to look for 
words with sw and tw and write the word on the 
board after the signal Go. Have them say the word 
after writing. 

 CLICK to underline the correct answer. Have the 
whole class say the word. 

 Continue until all the words are revealed and 
everyone has participated. Give points to the group 
who find the most number of correct words. 

When you hear “Go”, find the word and write it on 
the board. 
What’s the word? 
 
 

 
 
sweater 
twisted 
twenty  
swan 
swallows 
sweep 
twins 
swimming pool  
swing 
twelve 
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3. Make sentences using sw and tw words 
Have the whole class read the words and its spelling. 
Call several Ss to use the words in sentences 

Everybody read and spell. 
 
Use the word in a sentence. 

sweater    S-W-E-A-T-E-R 
It’s a blue and white sweater. 
twisted    T-W-I-S-T-E-D 
The snake rolled and twisted in the sand. 
twenty    T-W-E-N-T-Y 
There are twenty children in the party.  
swan    S-W-A-N 
The swan likes to swim in the lake. 
swallows    S-W-A-L-L-O-W-S 
The swallows are in the tree. 
sweep    S-W-E-E-P 
Sweep the wet floor. 
twins    TW-I-N-S 
The twins are crying in the bus. 
swimming pool   S-W-I-M-M-I-N-G P-O-O-L 
The swimming pool is small. 
swing    S-W-I-N-G 
She likes to swing and slide. 
twelve    T-W-E-L-V-E 
I will go to the lunchroom at twelve. 
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LG5 U2 L6 – Activity 2: SPELLING (R: Identifying the Correct Spelling of Words)  8 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to identify the correct spelling of vocabulary. 

Target Lang:  brown eyes – B-R-O-W-N E-Y-E-S / gray hair – G-R-A-Y- H-A-I-R / black hair – B-L-A-C-K-H -A-I-R / red hair – R-E-D- H-A-I-R / short hair 
– S-H-O-R-T- H-A-I-R / brown hair – B-R-O-W-N- E-Y-E-S / blond hair – B-L-O-N-D H-A-I-R / long hair – L-O-N-G- H-A-I-R / straight hair – 
S-T-R-A-I-G-H- H-A-I-R / curly hair – C-U-R-L-Y- H-A-I-R / black eyes – B-L-A-C-K E-Y-E-S / blue eyes – B-L-U-E E-Y-E-S / green eyes – 
G-R-E-E-N E-Y-E-S 

Materials: LG5 U6 L6 PPT – Slides 3~4 

Interaction: T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1.  Read vocabulary about hair color, hair style, and eye 
color 

Show LG5 U2 L6 PPT – Slide 3.  

Have the class orally read the words.  

Read the words. gray hair 
black hair 
red hair 
brown hair 
blond hair 
straight hair 
long hair 
short hair 
curly hair 
black eyes 
blue eyes 
green eyes 
brown eyes 

2. Demo spelling bee 
Say a word and have the class raise their hands to 
spell.  

The S who raises his/her hand first spells the word.  

brown eyes 
Raise your hands to spell it. 
Xx? 

 
 
Xx: brown eyes – B-R-O-W-N- E-Y-E-S 
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3. Practice spelling bee – in 2 groups 
Divide Ss into two groups, standing in two lines. 

Say the first word to the two Ss in the first row.  

The S who first raises his/her hand spells the word.  

 

You are Group 1. You are group 2.  
S1 & S2, raise your hands to spell the word. 
gray hair 
black hair 
red hair 
short hair 
brown hair 
blond hair 
long hair 
straight hair 
curly hair 
black eyes 
blue eyes 
gray eyes 
green eyes 

 
 
gray hair – G-R-A-Y- H-A-I-R 
black hair – B-L-A-C-K-H -A-I-R 
red hair – R-E-D- H-A-I-R 
short hair – S-H-O-R-T- H-A-I-R 
brown hair – B-R-O-W-N- E-Y-E-S 
blond hair – B-L-O-N-D H-A-I-R 
long hair – L-O-N-G- H-A-I-R 
straight hair – S-T-R-A-I-G-H- H-A-I-R 
curly hair – C-U-R-L-Y- H-A-I-R 
black eyes – B-L-A-C-K E-Y-E-S 
blue eyes – B-L-U-E E-Y-E-S 
gray eyes – G-R-A-Y E-Y-E-S 
green eyes – G-R-E-E-N E-Y-E-S 
 

4. Model identifying correct spelling of words 
Show LG5 U2 L6 PPT – Slide 4. 
Have Ss name the picture.  
Have them choose the letter of the correct spelling of 
the word. 

Which spelling is correct? 
Which letter? 
Read the spelling of the word. 

Long hair 
letter B 
L-O-N-G H-A-I-R 

5. Identify correct spelling of words - individual 
Ask Ss to take out their notebooks and pens. Instruct 
Ss to choose and write the letter of the correct 
answer. 

Write 1 to 9. 
Choose the correct spellingand write down the 
letter. 

 

6. Check Ss answers 
Have Ss exchange notebooks with their partners.  

S1, what’s the answer for number 1? 
Everybody, spell the word. 

S1: letter A – blond hair  
All: hair – B-L-O-N-D H-A-I-R 
S2: letter B – straight hair 
All: straight hair – S-T-R-A-I-G-H- H-A-I-R 
S3: letter A – brown eyes 
All: B-R-O-W-N E-Y-E-S 
S4: letter A – curly hair 
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All: curly hair – C-U-R-L-Y- H-A-I-R 
S5: letter C – short hair 
All: short hair – S-H-O-R-T- H-A-I-R 
S6: letter A – black eyes 
All: black eyes – B-L-A-C-K E-Y-E-S 
S7: letter A – green eyes 
All: green eyes – G-R-E-E-N E-Y-E-S 
S8: letter B – blue eyes 
All: blue eyes – B-L-U-E E-Y-E-S 
S9: letter C – gray hair 
All: gray hair – G-R-A-Y- H-A-I-R 
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LG5 U2 L6 – Activity 3: Song “Who’s That Girl” (R&E: Identifying and Arranging Adjectives)  12 min  

Objectives: Ss will be able to sing the song, “Who’s That Girl?”, and identify and arrange adjectives in order.  

Target Lang: Who’s s that woman in the long red skirt? / That’s my mother in the long red skirt. / Who’s that girl with the curly hair? / That’s my 
sister with the curly hair. / mother, father, sister, brother / What does your mother look like? / My mother is tall. / She has short hair. / 
Do you have any brothers? / No, I don’t. / Yes, I do. / Does your sister have curly hair? / No, she doesn’t. 

Materials:  LG5 U2 L6 PPT – Slides 5~7 

Interaction:  T-Ss; Ss-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Sing the Unit song without the Courseware 
Show LG5 U2 L6 PPT – Slide 5. 
Instruct Ss to sing the unit song. 
 

Let’s sing. Who’s s that woman in the long red skirt? 
Who’s that man in the bright green shirt? 
Who’s that girl with the curly hair? 
Who’s that boy with the teddy bear? 
That’s my mother in the long red skirt. 
That’s my father in the bright green shirt. 
That’s my sister with the curly hair. 
That’s my brother with the teddy bear. 

2. Ask questions about Ss’ family members 
Call several Ss and ask about their family. 

Who are the family members in the song? 
What does your mother look like? 
 
 
Do you have any brothers? 
 
What does your brother look like? 
Do you have any sister? 
Does your sister have curly hair? 

mother, father, sister, brother 
S1: My mother is tall. She has short hair. 
S2: My mother has black hair and black eyes. 
S3: My mother is fat and she is wearing glasses. 
S4: No, I don’t. 
S5: Yes, I do. 
 He is short and he always wears a cap. 
S6: No, I don’t. 
S7: No, she doesn’t. She has straight hair. 
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3. Review order of adjectives in a sentence 
Show LG5 U2 L6 PPT – Slide 6. 
Have Ss read the words from the chart. Elicit examples from 
the Ss. 
 
Have the class read the first sentence and identify the words 
describing the noun. CLICK to underline the adjectives. 
Elicit answers from the Ss 
Have Ss categorize each adjective based on the chart. 
CLICK to show the answers. 
 
Do the same with the rest of the sentences. 
 

Read the words. 
Opinion is how a person thinks about people and 
things. 
Give more examples of an opinion. 
 
Give examples of sizes, style, and color. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Class, read the sentence. 
What does her skirt look like? 
Is “long” an opinion, size, style, or color? 
“red” ? 
Which comes first: size or color?  
 
... 

opinion, size, style, color 
 
 
S1: pretty    S2: good      
S3: bad     S4: nice      
S5: big      
S6: small 
S7: curly 
S8: straight 
S9: blue 
S10: green 
 
That’s my mother in the long red skirt. 
S11: Her skirt is long. 
S12: Her skirt is red. 
size 
red is a color 
Size, then color.  
 
That’s my father in the bright green shirt. 
S13: His shirt is bright. 
S14: His shirt is green. 
bright - opinion 
green - color 
opinion then color  
 
She has beautiful curly hair. 
S15: Her hair is beautiful.  
S16: Her hair is curly. 
beautiful - opinion 
curly- style 
opinion then style 
 
He has a small brown teddy bear 
S17: His teddy bear is small. 
S18: His teddy bear is brown. 
small – size 
brown – color 
size then color 
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4. Group work: order of adjectives 
Show LG5 U2 L6 PPT – Slide 7. 
Divide the class into small groups. Instruct them to take out 
a piece of paper and arrange the adjectives in order to make 
correct phrases. Set a time limit for the Ss to work. 
 

Work with your group mates. Arrange the words. 
You have 2 minutes. 

 
 

5. Check Ss’ answers 
Have groups exchange papers and call S volunteers to give 
the correct answers. 
CLICK to show the answers. 
Call several Ss to use the adjectival phrases in sentences.  

Exchange papers with the other group. 
What’s the answer for number 1? 
 
S4, repeat the first answer and use it in a 
sentence. 

S1: short curly black hair  
S2: shiny big black shoes 
S3:beautiful long blond hair 
S4: short curly black hair  
 Jeffrey has short curly black hair. 
S5: shiny big black shoes 
 I’m wearing my father’s shiny big black shoes. 
S6: beautiful long blond hair 
 Nikka likes to comb her beautiful long black hair. 
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LG5 U2 L6 – Activity 4: Complete the Questions (R: Reading Sentences and Completing Questions)  8 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to read sentences and complete WH and Y/N questions about Sam and Eddie. 

Target Lang: Who is dressed like an alligator? / Sam is dressed like an alligator. / What kind of party is it? / It's a costume party. / Who is dressed 
like a cowboy? / Sam’s little brother is dressed like a cowboy. / Who wears glasses? / Sam’s mother wears glasses. / What is Eddy 
dressed like? / Eddy is dressed like a pirate. / What kind of party is it? / It’s a costume party. / Who is wearing a long red skirt? / 
Sam’s mother is wearing a long red skirt. 

Materials:  LG5 U2 L6 PPT – Slides 8~9 

Interaction:  T-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Read the sentences 
Show LG5 U2 L6 PPT – Slide 8. 
Have Ss read the sentences. 
 

Everybody read. 
 

1. Sam is at a costume party. 
2. Sam is dressed like an alligator. 
3. His friend, Eddy, is dressed like a pirate. 
4. His little brother is dressed like a cowboy. 
5. They are having lots of fun. 
6. Sam's mother is there too. 
7. She wears glasses, and she's wearing a long red skirt. 

2. Read sentences – individual 
Say a number and have individuals read the 
corresponding sentence. 
 

S1 read number 6. 
S2, number 4 
S3, number 2 
S4, number 1 
S5, number 7 
S6, number 3 
S7, number 5 

S1: Sam's mother is there too. 
S2: His little brother is dressed like a cowboy. 
S3: Sam is dressed like an alligator. 
S4: Sam is at a costume party. 
S5: She wears glasses, and she's wearing a long red skirt. 
S6: His friend, Eddy, is dressed like a pirate. 
S7: They are having lots of fun. 
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3. Complete the questions 
Show LG5 U2 L6 PPT – Slide 9. 
Have Ss read the sentences. 
CLICK to show the incomplete question. 
Call a S to say the complete question. 
CLICK to reveal the answer only if the S’s answer 
was correctly stated. 
Have the whole class repeat the correct question. 
 

 
 
Read the sentence. 
S1, complete the question. 
Everybody, repeat the question.  

 
 
All: Sam is dressed like an alligator. 
S1: Who is dressed like an alligator? 
All: Who is dressed like an alligator? 
 
All: Yes, it's a costume party. 
S2: Is it a costume party? 
All: Is it a costume party? 
 
All: Sam’s brother is dressed like a cowboy. 
S3: Who is dressed like a cowboy? 
All: Who is dressed like a cowboy? 
 
All: Sam’s mother wears glasses. 
S4: Who wears glasses? 
All: Who wears glasses? 
 
All: Eddy is dressed like a pirate. 
S5: What is Eddy dressed like? 
All: What is Eddy dressed like? 
 
All: It’s a costume party. 
S6: What kind of party is it? 
All: What kind of party is it? 
 
All: Sam’s mother is wearing a long red skirt. 
S7: Who is wearing a long red skirt? 
All: Who is wearing a long red skirt? 
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4. Make sentences and formulate questions 
Divide the class into small groups. 
Instruct each group to make sentences. 
Then exchange with another group to formulate the 
questions. 

You are group 1, group 2, group 3, and group 4. 
Work with your group to make 2 sentences. 
Now, exchange papers with another group. 
 
Make questions from the sentences. 
 
Group 1, read the sentences of Group 2 and your 
questions. 

Group 1: Leo has brown eyes. 
       Who has brown eyes? 
       Yes, she is wearing jeans. 
       Is she wearing jeans?  
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LG5 U2 L6 Activity 5: Lost and Found (R&E: Describing Physical Appearance)  10 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to describe physical appearance of a family member and ask and answer Y/N questions about it. 

Target Lang: She has curly hair. / He has curly gray hair. / She’s wearing a pink dress. / Is this yours? / No, it isn’t. / Yes, it is. 

Materials: LG5U2 L6 PPT – Slide 10 

Interaction: T-Ss, S-Ss; S-S 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Model the describing the picture 
Show LG5U2 L6 PPT – Slide 10. 
Elicit sentences from Ss. 

Let’s describe the picture. S1: She has curly hair. 
S2: She has blond hair. 
S3:  She has long hair. 
S3: She has blue eyes. 
S4: She’s wearing a pink dress.  
S5: She’s wearing a belt. 
S6: She’s wearing pink shoes. 
 

2. Draw a picture 
Give Ss 2 minutes to draw a family member. 

On your paper, draw one of your family 
members. 
Color the picture. 
 

(drawing) 

3. Demonstrate describing and identifying the picture 
Collect the drawings. 
Call a volunteer and hold his/her drawing. 
Elicit answers from the S to demo the Q and A. 
If they think they have it, instruct them to stand up and 
ask S1, “Is this your ____ with ____?”. S1 will identify 
whether it’s hers/his or not. 

S1, which family member did you draw?  
What does he look like? 
 
S1, Is this your father with gray hair? 
 

S1: I drew my father. 
 He has curly gray hair. 
 He’s wearing a green shirt. 
 He’s wearing black pants. 
S1: Yes, he is. 
 

4. Describe and identify pictures – in 2 groups 
Divide the Ss into 2 groups. 
Randomly hand out drawings from that group to each 

S1 from G1 and G2, which family member did 
you draw?  
What does he/she look like? 

G1:S1: I drew my brother. 
 He has black hair. 
 He’s wearing a white cap. 
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member. Ss should not know who has their drawing. 
Call a S from each group to start describing his/her 
picture. Instruct the class to carefully listen and 
identify if they have the picture being described. 

 
Continue the chain until everyone has retrieved their 
own drawing.  

  He’s wearing a blue shirt and white shorts. 
 He has brown eyes. 
S2: Is this your brother wearing a cap? 
S1: Yes, he is. 
 
S2: I drew my little sister.  
 She has blond hair.  
 She has blue eyes. 
 She’s wearing red shoes. 
 She’s wearing yellow dress. 
S3: Is this your little sister with blond hair? 
S2: Yes, she is. 
 
S3: I drew my mother. 
 She has straight hair. 
 She has black eyes. 
 She’s wearing glasses. 
 She’s wearing a red skirt and black shoes. 
S4: Is this your mother with glasses? 
S3: Yes she is. 
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LG5 U2 L6 – Wrap Up: Steps  3 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to orally answer Y/N questions about their physical appearances.  

Target Lang: Do you have curly black hair? / Yes, I do. / No, I don’t. / Are you wearing a tie? / Yes, I am. / No, I’m not. 

Materials: LG5 U2 L6 PPT – Slide 11 

Interaction: T-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Model the actions 
Have Ss stand in a line facing the board. Instruct Ss to 
step once to the right and say “Yes, I do” or “Yes, I am” If 
their answer is YES, I DO and YES, I AM; and then, step 
once to the left and say “No, I don’t” or “No, I’m not” if 
their answer is NO, I DON’T or NO, I’M NOT. 

Make a line facing the board. 
If your answer is YES, I DO or YES, I AM, move 
one step to the right and say “Yes, I do.” or “Yes I, 
am.” (Show the action) 
If your answer is NO, I DON’T or “NO, I’m NOT.”, 
move one step to the left and say “No, I don’t.” 
or “No, I’m not.” (Showing the action) 
 

 
Yes, I do. (Stepping to the right.)  
 
No, I don’t. (Stepping to the left.)  
 
Yes, I am. (Stepping to the right.)  
 
No, I’m not. (Stepping to the left.)  

2. Answer Y/N-questions 
Have Ss read the questions and answer them using the 
given actions.  
Show LG5 U2 L6 PPT – Slide 11. 
CLICK to show the questions one by one.  

Read the questions. 
 
Step and answer.  

Do you have curly black hair? Yes, I do. (1 Step to the right.) 
      No I don’t. (1 Steps to the left) 
      Yes, I am. (1 Step to the right.)  
      No, I’m not. (1 Steps to the left.) 
Do you have long straight hair? 
Are you wearing a tie? 
Do you have blond hair? 
Are you wearing a blue shirt? 
Do you have brown hair? 
Are you wearing a hat? 
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LG5 U2 L8 
 

Time: 50 min  

Materials: Projector; LG5 U2 L8 PPT ; LG5 U2 L8 Handout 1 

 
General Guidelines for Lesson Plan 8s 
This session is meant to serve as a final unit summarization and assessment.  

 

General Objectives for all Lesson Plan 8s: 
1. Ss will be able to give presentations fluently and confidently, using the same or similar topics from the previous lessons, without much preparation. 

2. Ss will be able to finish a short unit test independently, and correct any mistakes after the answers are checked. 

 

 

About the Presentations: 

1. Three topics are provided in this lesson plan. It’s at the teachers’ discretion to decide how many topics to use and which ones to use depending on the 
class size and time availability. 

2. Not all Ss may have the chance to do a presentation in every class. Teachers should ensure Ss have equal opportunities to participate in later lessons.  

About the Unit Test: 

1. The test provided in each unit is usually, but not always, reading and writing based.  It’s best if the Tests can be printed out, but the test can be done 
just using the PPT as a guide and having Ss write out their answers on a piece of paper. 

2. It is recommended that test answers be checked and mistakes corrected before the end of class.  Please refer to the guidance in L7 for ways of 
checking Ss’ answers in class. 
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LG5 U2 L8 Activity Overview: 

Time 10’ 15’ 10’ 10-15’ 

Act. # Type Presentation 1 Presentation 2 Presentation 3 Unit Test 

Name 
Description  

of Activity 

Character Description 

Describing Physical Features 

from LG5 U2 L3 

Complete the Dialog 
Making A Dialog – from LG5 U2 L4 

My Best Friend 

Asking and Answering Y/N questions 
– from LG5 U2 L3 

Unit Test 

 

Target 
Language 

Sam’s mother is short and fat. 

Sam’s sister has blond hair.  

Eddie is dressed like a pirate.  

Eddie is wearing boots. 

Do you know who my favorite movie 
star is? 

What does she look like? 

She’s pretty and she has long blond 
hair. 

Is she tall? 

Yes, she is. 

She has beautiful brown eyes. 

Is she Sabrina? 

Yes, she is. 

What about you? 

My favorite movie star is Amanda.  

She is beautiful and tall too. 

Does she have blond hair? 

No, she doesn’t. She has brown hair. 

That’s great! 

Is your bestfriend tall? 

Yes, he is. 

Does he have black hair? 

Yes, he does. 

He is wearing a white shirt. 

What does Eric look like? 

Eric has short brown hair. 

He’s wearing a green shirt. 

Does Eric’s mother have 
long hair? 

No, she doesn’t. 
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LG5 U2 L8 – Presentation 1: Character Description (Describing Physical Features – from LG5 U2 L3)  10 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to describe the cats’ physical features and clothing preference. 

Target Lang: Sam’s mother is short and fat. / Sam’s sister has blond hair. / Eddie is dressed like a pirate. / Eddie is wearing boots. 

Materials: LG5 U2 L8 PPT—Slide 2  

Interaction: S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Give instructions 
Show LG5 U2 L8 PPT – Slide 2. 
Give Ss one minute to prepare to talk about the 
picture. 

 

Look at the picture. 
Describe as many cats as you can. You have one minute 
to prepare. 

 

2.  Presentation 
Call individual Ss to come to the front and describe 
as many cats as they can in 30 seconds. 
Have the rest of the Ss count how many correct 
sentences the S was able to make. 
 

You have 30 seconds. Class, let’s count how many 
correct sentences you make. 

Sam’s mother is short and fat.  
Sam’s mother is wearing glasses. 
Sam’s mother is wearing a necklace. 
Sam’s sister has blond hair. 
Sam’s sister is wearing a bracelet. 
Sam’s sister has green eyes. 
Sam’s little brother is dressed like a cowboy. 
Sam’s little brother is wearing a hat. 
Sam’s little brother has green eyes. 
Eddie is dressed like a pirate. 
Eddie is wearing boots. 
Sam is dressed like an alligator. 
Sam’s sister is short. 
Sam’s father is wearing a bright green shirt. 
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LG5 U2 L8 –Presentation 2: Complete the Dialog (Making A Dialog – from LG5 U2 L4)  15 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to make a dialogue about their favorite artist fluently and confidently. 

Target Lang:  Do you know who my favorite movie star is? / What does she look like? /She’s pretty and she has long blond hair. / Is she tall? / Yes, 
she is. / She has beautiful brown eyes. /Is she Sabrina?/Yes, she is. / What about you? / My favorite movie star is Amanda. / She is 
beautiful and tall too. / Does she have blond hair? / No, she doesn’t. She has brown hair. / That’s great! 

Materials: LG5 U2 L8 PPT-Slide 3 

Interaction: S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Give instructions 
Show LG5 U2 L8 PPT – Slide 3. 
Pair Ss up and ask them to work together in making a 
dialog using the word guides. 
Ask them to choose one of their favorite movie star 
and have Ss describe them. Give each pair two minutes 
to prepare. 

Choose one of your favorite movie stars.  
Make a dialog with your partner to describe how they 
look like. 
You have two minutes to prepare. 

 

2.  Presentation 
Call a few pairs to come to the front and present their 
dialogs.  
Repeat as time allows 

S1 and S2, let’s listen to your dialogue. S1: Do you know who my favorite movie star is? 
S2: What does she look like? 
S1: She’s pretty and she has long blond hair. 
S2: Is she tall? 
S1:Yes, she is. She has beautiful brown eyes. 
S2: Is she Sabrina? 
S1:Yes, she is. What about you? 
S2:My favorite movie star is Amanda. 
  She is beautiful and tall too. 
S1:Does she have blond hair? 
S2: No, she doesn’t. She has brown hair. 
S1: That’s great! 
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LG5 U2 L8 – Presentation 3: My Best Friend (Asking and Answering Y/N questions – from LG5 U2 L3) 10 mins 

Objectives: Ss will be able to ask and answer Y/N questions about physical appearance of someone’s bestfriend. 

Target Lang:  Is your bestfriend tall? / Yes, he is. / Does he have black hair? / Yes, he does. / He is wearing a white shirt. 

Materials: none 
Interaction: S-Ss 

ACTIVITY STEPS Teacher Talk Student Output 

1. Give instructions 
Pair up the Ss. Instruct Ss to describe their bestfriend in 
class by answering Y/N questions. 

 

Work with your partner. Ask Y/N questions 
about his/her best friend’s physical 
appearance.  
Make a summary about their best friend. 

 

2. Present the dialog to the class – in pairs 

Call a few pairs to come to the front and present their 
dialog. 

Repeat as time allows. 

S1 and S2, show your dialog.. S1: Is your best friend tall? 
S2: Yes, he is. 
S1: Is he fat? 
S2: No, he isn’t. 
S1: Does he have black hair? 
S2: Yes, he does.  
S1: Is he wearing a black T-shirt? 
S2: No, he isn’t. He is wearing a white shirt.  
S1: S2’s best friend is tall. He is thin. He has lack hair. He is 
 wearing a white shirt. 
 
S2: Is your best friend thin? 
S1: Yes, she is. 
S2: Is she short? 
S1: No, she isn’t. 
S2: Does she have long hair? 
S1: Yes, she does. 
S2: Does she have brown eyes?  
S1: No, she doesn’t. She has black eyes. 
S2: S1’s best friend has short hair. She’s tall. She has long hair. 
 She has black eyes. 
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LG5 U2 L8 – Unit Test  10-15 min 

Objectives: Ss will be able to finish a short reading and writing based unit test independently, correct any mistakes after the answers are checked. 

Materials: LG5 U2 L8 Handout 1—Unit Test; LG5 U2 L8 PPT—Slides 4~6 

Interaction: T-Ss 
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LG5 U2 L8 Handout 1—Unit Test 
 

Let’s Go Level 5 Unit 2 Test 
 

I. Circle and label. 
1. sw                 2. sw                   3. sw                4. sw 
   tw                     tw                      tw                    tw 
 
    ___________     __________            __________           __________ 
     
5. sw                 6. sw                   7. sw                8. sw 
   tw                     tw                      tw                    tw 
 
    ___________     __________            __________           __________ 
   

II. Complete the sentences.  
 
 
 

 
   Eric            Cathy (mother)       Joy (sister)         Bill (friend) 

 
1. What does Eric look like? 

Eric has ________ ___________ hair. He’s wearing a _______ ________.   

2. What does Eric’s mother look like? 

Eric’s mother is wearing __________. She has _________ ________ hair.  

3. What does Eric’s sister look like? 

She has ________ _________ hair. 

4. What does Eric’s friend look like? 

           Eric’s friend is wearing a _______ ________. He has _______ _______ hair. 

III. Answer the questions.  
1. Does Eric’s mother have long hair? _____________________________. 

2. Is Eric’s sister wearing glasses?  _____________________________. 

3. Does Eric’s friend have black eyes?  _____________________________. 

4. Does Eric have short hair?   _____________________________. 

           5.        Is Eric’s mother wearing glasses?       _____________________________. 
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